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Abstract
Traditional techniques for the design of robots require human engineers to plan
every aspect of the system, from body to controller. In contrast, the field of evolu-
tionary robotics uses evolutionary algorithms to create optimized morphologies and
neural controllers with minimal human intervention. In order to expand the capability
of an evolved agent, it must be exposed to a variety of conditions and environments.
This thesis investigates the design and benefits of virtual robots which can reflect
the structure and modularity in the world around them. I show that when a robot’s
morphology and controller enable it to perceive each environment as a collection of
independent components, rather than a monolithic entity, evolution only needs to
optimize on a subset of environments in order to maintain performance in the overall
larger environmental space. I explore previously unused methods in evolutionary
robotics to aid in the evolution of modularity, including using morphological and
neurological cost.
I utilize a tree morphology which makes my results generalizable to other mor-
phologies while also allowing in depth theoretical analysis about the properties rel-
evant to modularity in embodied agents. In order to better frame the question of
modularity in an embodied context, I provide novel definitions of morphological and
neurological modularity as well as create the sub-goal interference metric which mea-
sures how much independence a robot exhibits with regards to environmental stimu-
lus.
My work extends beyond evolutionary robotics and can be applied to the opti-
mization of embodied systems in general as well as provides insight into the evolution
of form in biological organisms.
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A continual challenge in robotics is the design of both the robot’s morphology
(i.e. body) and controller to adequately accomplish some set of tasks. An even more
difficult challenge is to create an algorithm which automatically designs a portion or
entirety of the robot based on the task or tasks at hand. One field which aims to
automate the design and creation of robots is Evolutionary Robotics (ER). Briefly, ER
uses heuristics taken from biological evolution (known as Evolutionary Computation)
and applies them to populations of robots in order to increase the ability of the robots
to accomplish a given task. One way to evolve more complex robots is to evolve them
in many different environments, thereby exposing the robots to a range of different
initial conditions. However, this leads to a tremendous increase in the number of
evaluations in a process which already requires a large number of assessments of
candidate solutions.
This thesis was born out of exploration into methods to increase the efficiency in
which robots are evolved in multiple environments.
Specifically, the focus of this thesis is the ability of evolved robots to break down
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their environment into unfamiliar combinations of familiar percepts. This means the
robot is able to break down the environment into the independent components or
modules which it has experienced before, possibly in a different organization. By
evolving robots which reflect the modularity and structure of the environment they
act within, this thesis finds a scalable path forward for increasing the complexity of
evolved robots while limiting the number of evaluation instances.
1.1 Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary Computation is a class of optimization methods which draw inspi-
ration from the evolution of biological organisms [34, 43]. Using basic concepts such
as mutation, sexual recombination, and fitness based survival, Evolutionary Compu-
tation searches for increasingly better solutions for some desired problem.
One basic form of Evolutionary Computation is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). In
its most basic form, a GA starts with a population filled with random individuals
[64, 34]. The individuals are evaluated against some criteria in order to determine
their fitness. Next, parent selection occurs in which members of the population are
chosen to be parents of the next generation. Parents can be chosen randomly, based
on fitness, or based on some other heuristic. After parents are chosen, offspring are
created from the parents through the use of mutation and/or crossover.
When an individual undergoes mutation to create one or more offspring, the par-
ents genotype is slightly altered. For example, in many cases the genotype may be a
bit vector and a mutation is represented by a bit flip at a random location. Mutation
allows for the introduction of new genetic material into the population and generally
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occurs in a similar fashion to the mutation of DNA where a single base pair is altered.
This allows for more exploration of the search space.
Whereas mutation is a unary operator requiring only one parent to occur, crossover
is an n-ary operator combining genetic material from multiple sources [34]. Although
crossover can occur with more than two parents, it is generally used as a binary
operator. In this case, two parents are selected for crossover and a portion of each
parents genetic material is combined in some manner to create a wholly new individual
which maintains aspects of its genotype from its parents. This is similar to the way
sexual recombination works where the child has half its DNA from one parent and
half from the other. Going back to the example of the bit vector, one simple method
of crossover is single-point crossover. In single-point crossover, a location in the bit
vector is chosen splitting the vector into left and right portions. The offspring is then
created by combining the left portion of one parent and the right portion of another.
The goal of crossover is to maintain small, high-fitness portions of the genome, called
building blocks, and combine them with other building blocks in the genomes of other
individuals. Crossover is aimed to aid in the discovery of high-fitness solutions to the
original problem, whatever it might be.
While the work presented here mainly uses various forms of mutation operators
to evolve populations of robots controlled by neural networks, it does suggest how
successful crossover can occur for neural networks which is known to be a difficult
task [46, 102]. This thesis uses evolutionary algorithms to both present a scalable way
forward in the realm of evolutionary robotics as well as to propose possible pressures
for the evolution of modularity in biology.
Evolutionary Computation algorithms are primarily used in numerical or design
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problems, generally with little to to no relation to evolutionary biology. In this case,
the goal is not to answer deeper questions about the nature of evolution but rather use
general concepts from natural evolution to provide a heuristic method of optimization.
These algorithms and methods have been used in the design of antenna [52], to solve
symbolic regression tasks [3], and in the creation of art [97].
As a numerical optimization technique, two important factors to consider are
the rate of a convergence to a satisfactory solution and overall scalability to larger
problems [43]. This work addresses both issues by showing that modular robots which
correctly reflect the modularity of the environment and desired tasks are both more
evolvable on a given set of environments and more scalable when considering future
unknown environments.
Evolutionary Computation has also been used to answer general questions re-
garding evolutionary biology. Specifically, evolutionary methods have been used to
address the evolution of modularity [23, 36]. A more detailed explanation of modu-
larity and previous work is presented in Section 1.4. This work extends previous work
into the origins and evolution of modularity in organisms by considering embodied
agents represented by robots.
1.2 Evolutionary Robotics
Evolutionary Robotics applies Evolutionary Computation methods to the design
and construction of robots [82]. Evolution can be applied to any or all aspects of the
robots controller and morphological design.
In most cases researchers will start with a fixed morphology, already knowing the
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form of the robot they want to evolve, some of which are already physical robots
built by the researchers themselves [59] or bought off the shelf [77]. In these cases
the robots controller, which is generally represented by an artificial neural network,
is under evolutionary control. Even within these experiments there is a wide variety
of choice for how to evolve the robot [32]. In the most basic approaches only the
synaptic weights of the neural network are mutated over an evolutionary run [81].
This manner of evolution has proven effective for a variety of experiments [22, 41].
Although evolution plays a limited role in these experiments, there is still a general
need to simulate the robots in order to reduce the amount of computational time to
perform multiple independent trials [32]. Even in cases where only the controller is
being evolved, reducing the number of evaluations is crucial to ensure computation
times are not prohibitively long.
In 1994, Karl Sims introduced the first artificial evolution of both morphology
and control in order to create lifelike behavior in artificial agents [98]. This allowed
a wider variety of behavior and form while also tremendously increasing an already
large search space. The utilization of co-evolution of morphology and control has
continued with examples such as [71] which aimed to design body and control while
also creating a physical instance of the robot through the use of a 3D printer and
[20] which applied protection to genomes which recently underwent a morphological
change. All of these experiments focused on single simple tasks such as locomotion.
The agents found in these examples are not robust to changes in environment nor do
they even perceive the environment directly. Alterations in the environment or the
introduction of the robot to wholly new environments would have drastic impacts on
the robots behavior.
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Many ER experiments still limit robots to a single or a small number of envi-
ronments and tasks [32]. Even less actually address the long term scalability of the
evolved solutions to new environments. Although the original issues of scalability
were raised in 1996 [74], to date no long term plan has been proposed for the future
of ER to scale to large numbers of environments and tasks. This thesis presents a
first step to answer the original concerns raised by Matarić and Cliff [74]. Using
their characterization of the environment space, this thesis shows that not all envi-
ronments need to be evaluated during evolution, thereby increasing the scalability of
ER to larger sets of environments.
1.3 Characterization of Environments
When training any agent, embodied or otherwise, it is important to consider
the necessary information the agent needs to be exposed to in order to optimize
for adequate behavior. In image recognition tasks, this could be the number and
diversity of images needed in order to train a classifier to recognize the difference
between photos with and without a cat present [66]. In evolutionary robotics, the
information required to evolve adequate behavior is the environment in which the
robot is situated [50]. The environment of the real world exists in a continuum.
This is infeasible to replicate in simulation so instead the environments must be
discretized and simplified. One method is to describe the set of environments by the
free parameters and variations of said free parameters [74].
Free parameters are the qualities of the environment which vary independently of
one another. For example, consider the task of a robot moving towards an object.
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One free parameter could be the location of the object. Another free parameter
could be the color of the object. Both the location and color of the object can vary
independently without influencing the value of one another. The number of free
parameters in an environment is denoted f .
The variations of the free parameters are the specific quantities each free parameter
takes in a given environment. Following from the previous example, the object could
be located to the left or right of the robot and can be red or blue. Each free parameter
then has two variations. We denote the number of variations as n.
When both f and n have been ascertained, the resulting number of environments
is nf . The total environment space can be represented by a hypercube where each
dimension is a free parameter, each position along a dimension is a variation of that
free parameter, and hypervoxel is a single environment (Fig. 1.1).
The independent free parameters can be thought of as the independent modules
which exist in the environment. The overall goal is then for the robot to accurately
distinguish the modules in the environment.
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Figure 1.1: Sample environment space with four variations of three free parameters
{f1, f2, f3} resulting in 43 = 64 total environments. The red highlighted voxel represents
the single environment e consisting of pii variation of parameter f1, the pij variation of f2,
and the pik variation of f3.
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1.4 Modularity
The presence of modularity is ubiquitous in nature [16, 110]. From organelles
within cells to macro-scale interactions on the World Wide Web, modularity has
been used to describe natural and human phenomena.
While the specific definitions of modularity are limited to the domain they de-
scribe, most definitions rely on modularity requiring some level of independence and
separation. In networks, this independence comes from limited connections between
communities. This thesis expands beyond network approaches and explores embodied
approaches which require mechanical independence as one aspect contributing to a
robot’s modularity.
1.4.1 Network Approaches
The primary method of studying modularity in artificial agents has been through
the use of networks which represent the neural controllers of those agents. Networks
are powerful tools because they can represent social relationships [111, 96], infras-
tructure [29], and biological processes [51, 87].
The prevalence of networks in nature has led to a wealth of research into the
quantification of various network properties [83, 15, 89]. One such important metric
is Q [79]. Q is measured in two stages. First the network is split into groups of nodes
called the community partition, where each group is a separate community. Then this
partition’s score is assigned based on the fraction of internal community connections
compared to a random network with the same degree distribution. A network’s Q
value is the score given to the community partition which is maximal [79].
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Q has been widely implemented to measure the modularity present in various
types of networks [39, 61, 75, 100]. Most relevant to this thesis is the use of Q used
as a metric of modularity in the computational networks of artificial agents [57, 38,
23]. The retina task in particular played an important part towards the formation of
this thesis.
Retina Task
The retina task was set forth as a basic method to explore the evolution of mod-
ularity in networks (Fig. 1.2) [57].
The task consists of a network rewarded for evaluating logical functions of rec-
ognized patterns in the left and right of a 4 × 2 pixel array. Kashtan and Alon [57]
found that when the logical function was altered in a specific way, thereby exposing
the networks to modularly varying goals, modular networks adapted faster to the
change compared to non-modular networks, allowing the modular offspring drive the
latter to extinction.
Further work using the retina task has explored the use of connection cost to more
easily enable the evolution of modularity without the need for modularly varying goals
over time [24].
The use of Q to explore structural modularity is only relevant when the agent
can be perfectly described as a network. For a computational network with inputs
and outputs, Q’s measure of structural modularity may not align with the functional
modularity present (or not) as determined by the relationship between input and
output. One can imagine modules existing in a computational network which do not
connect to either input or output. Thereby Q can be fooled into showing modularity
10
Figure 1.2: Retina Task. Diagram of the retina task and resulting modularity of an evolved
agent when the population is exposed to modularly varying goals (From [57])
.
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when there is no meaningful modularity present. That isQ can report high modularity
in an agent even though the agent may not exhibit any of the benefits of being
modular.
Q further fails to describe the impact of a computational network’s output if
the network is embodied. An embodied network’s motoric output has the potential
to influence future input sensations. For example, consider a global position sensor
on a humanoid robot. As the robot’s arms are actuated, it is unlikely that the
position of the robot’s torso will change, however if the legs are actuated there is a
complex relationship between the motoric output represented by the angles of the
joints in the legs and the reported position of the sensor in the torso. These complex
interactions defined by the motor to sensor relationship, as guided by the environment
the agent is situated in, are not captured by Q. Contrast this with the sensor to motor
relationship as defined by synaptic connections in the neural network of the agent
whose modularity is captured by Q. Figure 1.3 details four extremes of sensory-motor
independence in embodied networks, all of which potentially have high Q modularity.
The training of these embodied networks represent an embodied approach towards
artificial intelligence.
1.4.2 Embodied Approaches
Researchers have explored modularity within embodied agents, however it has
largely been limited to neural modularity [13]. The relationship between adaptable
morphology and the evolution of populations with high degrees of modularity has not
been directly explored.




Figure 1.3: Four embodied networks displaying different levels of functional independence
while potentially all receiving high Q scores. White, yellow, and blue squares denote banks
of sensor, hidden, and motor neurons respectively. These banks may contain one or many
neurons each. Solid arrows between the squares represent direct synaptic connections be-
tween neurons contained in the squares. Dashed arrows represent the impact of a motors
actuation in the environment on the resulting sensation of the network. Networks (a) and
(b) have high sensor to motor independence because banks of sensors only have the potential
to impact a subset of motors. Alternatively, changes in sensor values in networks (c) and
(d) propagate to all motors indicating high sensor-to-motor dependence. Panels (a) and (c)
contain networks with high levels of motor-to-sensor independence while panels (b) and (d)
contain networks of low independence.
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as such, robots are evolved which reflect the complexity in the world. The robots were
tasked to move across an environment which contained blocks of low friction ice. The
larger and farther apart the the ice blocks were, the more complex the environment
was considered to be. These more complex environments led to the evolution of robots
with a more complex morphology. However, this work only considers populations
exposed to a single environment over the course of an evolutionary trial instead of
exposing the populations to many different environments.
Due to the aforementioned time complexity of evaluation in multiple environments
(i.e. O(nf )), many evolutionary robotics experiments limit evaluation to a single en-
vironment. This leads to robots which are fragile with regards to their environments:
as soon as any aspect of their environment is altered, it is highly likely they are unable
to exhibit the behavior for which they were evolved.
In pursuit of more robust controllers, novelty search and quality diversity (QD)
have proven to be effective methods [90, 67]. These methods discover controllers
which, when placed in novel environments, achieve comparatively high performance
when compared to controllers optimized for performance alone. In these experiments,
each environment was represented as a maze that the robot was tasked to solve by
reaching the end. The robustness to novel environments exhibited by the robot does
not indicate the robot can break apart and reconstruct each maze into its independent
parts, rather it shows that these mazes can all solved by a robot exhibiting a single
general maze-solving behavior.
No methods have yet explore the specialization of both morphology and control
of a robot with respect to environmental stimulus.
Further, past experiments do not address what it means to be morphologically
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modular. In many ways, morphological modularity can be thought of as mechanical
dexterity (here used as the ability to isolate independent movement within the body to
accomplish a task). By having a body which enables independent movement without
impacting sensation in other parts of the body, the robot is more able to break down
the environment along the lines of the free parameters.
1.5 Contribution Outline
Research in this thesis began by exploring methods to reduce the computational
complexity necessary to evolve robots in multiple environments. In order to accom-
plish this reduction, modularity in both body and brain were examined as methods
by which a robot is able to recognize the independence present in the free parameters
of the environment. Overall, this thesis provides an important novel framework for
discussing the relationship between morphology, control, and environment by first
providing definitions for morphological, neurological, and ecological modularity and
then tying them all together with the sub-goal interference metric I.
Chapter 2 provides the following definitions: Morphological Modularity and
Neurological Modularity. Armed with these definitions, it can be shown that a
robot which is morphologically and neurologically modular needs only be evolved in
a reduced subset of environments. Specifically this reduction is found to be from
exponential to linear (O(nf )→ O(n)) across multiple values of n.
Chapter 3 introduces and defines the novel concept of Ecological Modularity.
This work states that even if a robot is morphologically and neurologically modular,
it may not be able to independently recognize variations across independent free
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parameters. This limits the utility of the result in Chapter 2 by finding the reduction
in necessary training environments to be (O(nf ) → O(nf−m+1)) where m is the
maximum number of free parameters the robot can independently recognize.
In Chapter 4, in contrast to the previous chapters, evolution is able to alter the
relationship between neurons. Chapters 2 and 3 assume a fixed neural topology,
thereby fixing which sensor impacts which motor. Chapter 4 explores the impact of
having a developmental regime in which spatial relationships in the neural architecture
reflect the structure present in the task environment. Using embodied embeddings
for the well known algorithm HyperNEAT, embeddings which maintain the same
modular and hierarchical structure as the task environment are shown to be more
evolvable than those that do not.
Finally, Chapter 5 introduces the concept sub-goal interference and the corre-
sponding metric I. I gives insight into a robot’s perception to environmental stimulus.
A high value of I means that changes in one independent sub-goal impacts perfor-
mance in a different independent sub-goal. Therefore a high I indicates the robot
cannot break down the environment into its independent parts. A low value of I
means the robot perceives each independent sub-goal as independent. When com-
bined with a performance metric, I can be used to accurately determine how well a
robot specializes to the specific sub-goals present in the environment. Further, the
work of Chapter 5 introduces the use of morphological cost as an effective and
simple method by which to guide evolution towards highly modular embodied agents.
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Enable the Evolution of Robot
Behavior to Scale Linearly with
the Number of Environmental
Features
2.1 Abstract
In evolutionary robotics, populations of robots are typically trained in simulation
before one or more of them are instantiated as physical robots. However, in order to
evolve robust behavior, each robot must be evaluated in multiple environments. If an
environment is characterized by f free parameters, each of which can take one of n
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features, each robot must be evaluated in all nf environments to ensure robustness.
Here we show that, if the robots are constrained to have modular morphologies and
controllers, they only need to be evaluated in n environments to reach the same level
of robustness. This becomes possible because the robots evolve such that each module
of the morphology allows the controller to independently recognize a familiar percept
in the environment, and each percept corresponds to one of the environmental free
parameters. When exposed to a new environment, the robot perceives it as a novel
combination of familiar percepts which it can solve without requiring further training.
A non-modular morphology and controller however perceives the same environment
as a completely novel environment, requiring further training. This acceleration in
evolvability – the rate of the evolution of adaptive and robust behavior – suggests
that evolutionary robotics may become a scalable approach for automatically cre-
ating complex autonomous machines, if the evolution of neural and morphological
modularity is taken into account.
2.2 Introduction
Matarić and Cliff [74] pointed out that the time necessary to evolve robots grows
with the number of environments in which the robot should behave correctly. Fol-
lowing their work, let f be the number of free parameters in the environmental set
and let n be the number of features for each of these free parameters. So the total
number of environments is nf . (For example, if a robot must behave appropriately in
environments containing two objects (f = 2), and each object may be small, medium,
or large (n = 3), then there are nf = 32 = 9 possible environments in which the robot
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must perform correctly.) Thus, in order to evolve robots to perform complex behavior
(which means increasing n, f , or both) the number of environments the robot needs
to be evolved in scales exponentially.
[88] presented one way to reduce the number of environments evaluated in while
still obtaining robust and generalized controllers for evolved robots. Using the ProGAb
approach they were able to successfully obtain robust and successful controllers with
better generalization abilities in less time than other top methods.However, their
work did not look specifically at the structure of the controller and morphology as
methods to reduce the necessary number of environments, nor did it categorize which
environments should be trained on.
The work presented here demonstrates that morphological and neural modularity
is one possible way to reduce the number of environments needed for evolving robust
behavior.
Modularity is ubiquitous at all levels of biological organization, from cells to dis-
tinct species. Explaining why such modularity exists, and how it evolved, remains an
important question in biology. Much work has focused on how modularity evolves in
non-embodied systems, but relatively little work has focused on the impact of mod-
ularity in evolving embodied systems. The work presented here contributes to this
latter aim.
2.2.1 Non-embodied modularity.
[109] argued that a combination of directional and stabilizing selection, acting
on different parts of the organism’s phenotype, should lead to modular developmen-
tal programs. Such modularity would enable evolutionary changes to that part of
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the phenotype experiencing directional selection, while retaining the structure and
function of the other parts of the phenotype under stabilizing selection.
This theoretical argument was confirmed by a number of computational experi-
ments. [72] showed that environmental change can be a catalyst for the evolution of
modularity. That work was followed by experiments in which non-embodied Boolean
networks [38] or neural networks [57, 23] were evolved to perform various tasks. The
tasks and fitness functions were chosen in such a way as to favor networks that com-
puted partial results using separate genetic or neural modules; changes to the fitness
function over evolutionary time favored networks that could rapidly change how those
partial results were combined. Thus, stabilizing selection came to bear on the partial
results, while directional selection acted on how those partial results were combined.
More recently, it has been shown that selecting for sparse networks helps to favor
the evolution of modular networks. [38] accomplished this by formulating a biased
mutation operator that favors low in-degree network nodes. [23] used a multiobjective
approach in which one objective was to minimize the number of edges in the network.
[4] showed that this relationship between sparsity and modularity can be exploited
to enhance the evolution of modular networks by seeding the initial population with
sparse rather than random networks.
Modularity is a desirable property of artificial systems for a number of reasons, be-
yond just the desire to create biologically-inspired artifacts. First, modular systems
possess a form of robustness: modular systems can more rapidly adapt to certain
kinds of changes in their environments, compared to non-modular systems. Sec-
ond, modular neural networks are better able to avoid catastrophic forgetting than
non-modular networks [35]. Catastrophic forgetting [44] is a common problem in ma-
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chine learning whereby a learner must forget something in order to learn something
new. Third, complex predictive models and dense, non-modular networks can suffer
from the pathology of overfitting: they fail to generalize to novel environments [60].
Modular networks can avoid overfitting by internally reflecting the modularity in its
environment: it responds appropriately in a ‘new’ environment which is actually just
an unfamiliar combination of familiar percepts.
2.2.2 Embodied modularity.
A modular robot may likewise be robust, and avoid catastrophic forgetting and
overfitting, but there are additional challenges that arise when evolving embodied
agents compared to non-embodied networks and morphologies.
Embodied cognition is a particular approach to the understanding of intelligence
which holds that the body must necessarily be taken into any account of adaptive
behavior [14, 21, 86]. One repercussion of the embodied cognitive stance is that,
if neural controllers are evolved for artificial embodied agents (i.e. robots), a given
robot body plan may facilitate or hinder the evolution of desirable traits. In the
context of modularity, previous work showed that there do exist body plans in which
modular neural controllers will evolve [10].
Follow-on work demonstrated that, given appropriate conditions, evolution will
find such body plans [13]. However, in [13], the morphology itself was not modular,
only the neural networks that evolved to control it.
Here we investigate another aspect of the relationship between morphology and
modularity: For a given task environment, must both the body and neural controller
be modular, and if so, in what way? Before addressing these issues however, we must
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define both neural modularity and morphological modularity.
2.2.3 Neural modularity and morphological mod-
ularity
In this work we investigate robots controlled by artificial neural networks. A com-
mon approach to measuring the amount of modularity in a network is to investigate
its connectivity: a network that has dense connectivity within subsets of nodes, and
relative sparsity between those subsets, is said to be modular [79]. Following this
approach, we here investigate modular neural controllers in which subsets of sensor,
internal, and motor neurons are connected, but there are no synaptic connections
between these subsets. We compare these to non-modular networks in which any
sensor can influence any motor.
In a neural controller in which sensor information flows from sensor neurons to
internal neurons to motor neurons, this structural approach to modularity implies a
functional repercussion. If subsets of sensors and motors are completely structurally
independent, they will be functionally independent as well: changes to a subset of
sensors will only have an influence on a subset of motors.
Thus, we here define neural modularity in the following manner.
Neural modularity: A neural network with i sensor neurons S = {s1, s2, . . . , si}
and j motor neurons M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mj} is defined to be modular if every pos-
sible change to less than i of the sensors results in changes to less than j of the motors.
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Conversely, in a non-modular neural controller, it is possible for a change to fewer
than i sensors to influence the new values of all j motors. It is possible that a non-
modular neural controller may internally extinguish certain sensor dynamics from
reaching some motors, but we disregard this case in the present work. This results in
a simplified, binary definition of modularity: either a neural controller is modular or
it is not. Here, we investigate robots with both types of neural controller.
This approach to defining the modularity of robot neural controllers suggests a
similar approach for defining the modularity of a robot’s body plan:
Morphological modularity: A robot is defined to be morphologically modular if
a change in less than j of its motors results in a change in the state of the world
registered by at least one and strictly less than i of the robot’s sensors.
One common definition of morphology is any agent sub-system that mediates
between its controller and its environment. More specifically, when an agent acts,
it alters its relationship with its environment. If it is equipped with sensors, it can
register this change. The above definition of morphological modularity captures the
intuition that structural independence of the body, like structural independence of
a neural network, implies functional independence: if a robot moves one part of its
body that is independent of the rest of its body, local sensors will register the action,
but more sensors on other morphological modules will not.
Armed with these two definitions, one can investigate four classes of robots:
1. those that are morphologically and neurally non-modular;
2. those that are morphologically modular but neurally non-modular;
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3. those that are morphologically non-modular but neurally modular; or
4. those that are morphologically and neurally modular.
In this study we evolve robots belonging to the first, second, and fourth class. One
can deduce that robots which belong to the third class are functionally equivalent
to those which belong to the first class: If a morphologically non-modular robot
moves, its motion will affect all of its sensors. These sensors will then affect all
motors, regardless of whether its neural controller is modular or not. Further, for
this instance of the treebot, there is no design of a robot of the third class with a
completely modular controller where both leaf sensors influence the motor neuron. If
the controller was modular only one or none of the leaf sensors would influence the
motor neuron.
Although modular robots have been the focus of a number of studies [113, 40], here
we compare morphologically modular and non-modular robots to investigate a specific
and new question: if modular and non-modular robots are evolved in an increasing
number of environments, are the robots with modular controllers able to detect famil-
iar percepts combined in unfamiliar ways, and, with a modular morphology, respond
appropriately?
This question brings to light a challenge for modular, embodied agents that mod-
ular, non-embodied systems do not experience. Even if an embodied agent has a
modular neural controller with which it detects novel combinations of familiar per-
cepts in a new environment, once it moves, its perceptions will change, and the
environment may no longer ‘look’ modular. We show here that movement in a new
environment continues to appear modular from the robot’s point of view only if it
also has a modular morphology: it is free to move in response to independent per-
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cepts as it did previously, without disrupting the sensory signals arriving at other
morphological modules.
The methods employed for investigating this issue are described in the next sec-
tion. Section 2.4 reports our results, while sections 2.5 and 2.6 provide some analysis
and concluding remarks, respectively.
2.3 Material & Methods
This section describes the body plans of the simulated robots (Sect. 2.3.1), their
various controllers (Sect. 2.3.2), the task environments they operated within (Sect.
2.3.3), the evolutionary algorithm used to optimize their controllers in those environ-
ments (Sect. 2.3.4), and the experimental design (Sect. 2.3.5).
2.3.1 The robot morphologies.
Two robot morphologies were considered: one which is modular and one which
is non-modular. Figures 2.1a and 2.1b represent robots with modular morphologies
while Figure 2.1c represents the non-modular one.
Robots were instantiated as trees composed of hierarchically-branching segments.
Both robot morphologies considered here were composed of one root branch and two
leaf branches. Each branch had length one, and the leaf branches were placed at 45
degree angles from the base. The robot contained three joints: one connecting the
base branch to the environment itself (the base joint), and two that connect the base
of each leaf branch to the tip of the root branch (the leaf joints). In the modular
robot, the leaves were free to move independently of one another and the root was
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(a) M (b) MNM (c) NM
Figure 2.1: The controllers and morphologies for each of the three robots. The red diamonds
indicate that branches connected at that position are fixed relative to one another. Large
blue circles indicate that the branches rooted at the circles are free to move independently
of one another. Beige circles represent leaf tips. The small circles represent neurons: Blue
neurons represent motor neurons, white represent sensor neurons, and yellow represent
hidden neurons. The modular robot is represented by (a) on the left, the mod-nonmodular
(b) is in the middle and the non-modular robot is represented by (c) on the right. Blow
ups of the network structure are included. All hidden neurons and motor neurons have
recurrent self-connections which are not depicted. Further, all connections except those
with the sensor neurons are two-way.
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fixed, whereas in the non-modular robot the leaves were fixed and the root was free
to move.
In the non-modular robot, this was accomplished by instantiating the base joint as
a rotational hinge joint and the two leaf joints as fixed joints. In the modular robot,
the base joint was fixed and the two leaf joints were rendered as rotational hinge
joints. The base hinge joint movement was restricted to rotations of [−120o, 120o]
and the leaf hinge joints restricted movement to rotations of [−45o,+45o] around the
vertical axis. These angles are relative to the initial angle of the joint, which is treated
as zero degrees.
The robots were designed in this way such that a single parameter could dictate
how modular the robot’s body plan was. If we define [−45αo,+45αo] as the range of
rotation of the leaf joints, [−120(1 − α)o,+120(1 − α)o] as the range of rotation of
the base joint, and restrict α to [0, 1], then higher values of α create more modular
robots, with α = 0 and α = 1 corresponding to the maximally non-modular and
maximally modular robots investigated here. The robot with α = 0 is considered
morphologically non-modular according to the definition above, and any robot with
α > 0 is considered morphologically modular.
2.3.2 The robot controllers.
Three robot controllers were considered in this work. The first makes the robot
neurologically modular (Fig.2.1a) while the second and third makes the robot neuro-
logically non-modular (Fig. 2.1b,c). All controllers contain two distance sensors (the
small blue circles if Fig. 2.1), one in each of the two branches of the robot’s body
plan. These sensors emit a beam that enables the robot to sense the distance from a
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branch to any objects in the environment. The value returned by this sensor is the
length of the beam. The maximum length of the beam, if unobstructed, was set to
10 units so the largest value the sensor neuron could have is 10.
Controller M (Fig 2.1a) consists of a sensor neuron, a motor neuron, and four
hidden neurons in each leaf branch. The sensor feeds into all of the hidden neurons
which are completely interconnected with each other. All of the hidden neurons also
have connections to the motor neuron, which also is connected back to all of the
hidden neurons. Finally, all of the hidden neurons and the motor neuron are self
connected, giving the M robot a total of 12 neurons and 50 synapses.
Controller MNM(Fig2.1b) consists of two sensor neurons, seven hidden neurons,
and two motor neurons. The hidden neurons are in a two layer structure. The input
from the sensors is passed into each of the four neurons in the first hidden layer. They,
in turn, feed forward into the second hidden layer. The second layer has synapses
connected back to the first one and also forward to the motor neurons. The motor
neurons are also connected back to the second hidden layer. Finally all of the hidden
neurons and the motor neurons are self connected. Therefore MNM has 11 neurons
and 53 synapses.
Controller NM (Fig 2.1c) consists of two sensor neurons, seven hidden neurons,
and one motor neuron. The hidden neurons are organized in a two layer structure.
The sensor values input into the four neurons in the first layer which then feed forward
into the three neurons in the second layer. The second layer has synapses going back
to the first layer and forward to the motor neuron. The motor neuron is also connected
back to the second layer. Finally all of the hidden neurons and the motor neuron are
self connected. Therefore NM has 10 neurons and 46 synapses.
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During evaluation, each sensor neuron received the raw distance value from its






where Ini is the set of incoming synapses to neuron ni and wji is the weight of the
synapse from neuron nj to neuron ni. The hyperbolic tangent function limits the
hidden and motor neurons to floating point values in [−1,+1].
Movement was controlled using proportional difference control. The values output
by the motor neurons were scaled to the range [−45,+45] and treated as desired
angles. The rotational velocity of a branch at each time step was thus determined by
the difference between the desired angle determined by the value of the motor neuron
in that branch (or at the root) and the current angle of that branch (or root).
2.3.3 The task environments.
The robots were evolved for a simple embodied categorization task: the robots
were evolved to ‘point at’ Type A spheres and ‘point away’ from Type B spheres
(Fig. 2.2). Each environment that a robot was placed in contained a pair of spheres.
Following [74], this corresponds to two free parameters (f = 2): the object on the left
and the object on the right.
Three environment spaces were considered.
The first was the simplest consisting of a 2 × 2 environment space, giving four
separate environments (Fig. 2.3a). Each sphere could be Type A or Type B (n = 2).
For this environment the type A sphere had a radius of 3.5 and the type B sphere
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(a) Desired modular morphology behav-
iors
(b) Desired modular non-morphology be-
haviors
Figure 2.2: Drawings of desired behavior for the modular morphology (2a) and non-modular
morphology (2b) in each of the four environments in the 2× 2 environment space. Arrows
indicate desired movement away from the base position (the base position is shown in the
top left panels). Gray segments and arrows indicate other acceptable behaviors.
had a radius of 0.5.
The second environment space contained 3× 3 environments, meaning nine total
environments to consider (Fig. 2.3b). A sphere could be one of two instances of Type
A (either A or a) or Type B. For this environment space A had a radius of 3.5, a
had a radius of 0.5, and B was in the middle with a radius of 2.0. Thus, for this
environment space, n = 3.
Finally, the last environment space considered contained 4 × 4 = 16 different
environments (Fig. 2.3c). A sphere could be one of two instances of Type A (A or a)
or one of two instances of Type B (B or b). For this environment space, spheres of
type A, B, a, and b had radii of 3.5, 2.5, 1.5, and 0.5, respectively. Therefore, n = 4
for this environment space.
Open Dynamics Engine was used to simulate the robots and the environment. A
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(a) 2x2 (b) 3x3 (c) 4x4
Figure 2.3: The three environment spaces considered. A,B, a, b represent spheres positioned
on the left or right of the robot. Uppercase letters represent bigger spheres than their low-
ercase counterparts. Robots were evolved to ‘point’ at A={A, a} spheres and away from
B={B, b} spheres.
time step size of 0.05 was used.
2.3.4 Evolutionary optimization
The robots were trained using Age-Fitness Pareto Optimization (AFPO; [95]).
AFPO is a multi-objective optimization algorithm which is designed to maintain
diversity in an evolving population by periodically injecting new random individuals
into the population and restricting the ability of older individuals to unfairly compete
against younger individuals. In all of the experiments reported herein, a population
size of 40 was employed.
Mutations in the population occurred in the form of choosing a new weight for a
synapse from a normal distribution with mean of the current weight and a standard
deviation proportional to the absolute value of the current weight. This mutation
operator enables evolution to rapidly incorporate high magnitude weights if required,
while also being able to fine tune weights with low magnitude. Mutation rates were
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set to be the reciprocal of the number of synapses, thus yielding an average of one
synapse change per mutation.
The optimization function used was an error function which averaged the error of























• E{} is a single environment, e.g. (AA, bA,Bb, etc.)
• o` ∈ {A,B} indicates the type of the object on the left. Either (o` = A) or
(o` = B);
• or ∈ {A,B} indicates the type of the object on the right. Either (or = A) or
(or = B);
• e(o`or) indicates the robot’s error incurred in environment o`or during the last
time step;
• emin(o`or) and emax(o`or) indicate the minimum and maximum possible error
the robot can incur in environment o`or during any one time step, respectively.
These were calculated based on the environment present and the geometry of
the robot;
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• g(o`) and g(or) denote the errors incurred as a result of the left-hand and right-
hand objects, respectively;
• g(A) and g(B) denote the errors incurred as a result of the objects of each type.
• d(A) and d(B) denote the distances from the midpoint of the closest leaf to the
center of the object considered.
• dmax(A), dmin(A), dmax(A), dmin(B) denote the maximum and minimum dis-
tance values for the A and B environments. Because the motion range of
the modular and non-modular robots are inherently different, these values are
necessarily different. Further, the dmax(A) and dmax(B) values could be set
artificially lower than the actual maximums in order to create weighting which
more heavily considered g(A) term over g(B). dmin(A) and dmin(B) represent
the actual observable minimums depending on the geometry of the robot. The
values are presented in Table 2.1.
For the modular morphologies, dmax was set to the actual limit of motion of the
branch. For the non-modular morphologies, dmax was set to less than the actual range
of the motor to produce the desired behavior. By setting dmax less than the actual
range, any robot that goes past a certain distance away from the A sphere would have
an error of 1 for that object. Similarly, in the B sphere, if the robot moved far enough
away to be past dmax it was considered to have 0 error. This effectively created a
weighting to the influences between the A and B spheres which corresponded to the
robot learning the desired behavior as seen in Figures 2.2 and 2.4.
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(a) An evolved controller for the M robot
(b) An evolved controller for the M robot
Figure 2.4: The behaviors generated by two controllers that evolved to succeed in each of the
four environments in the 2x2 environment space. Lines emanating from the leaf branches
represent the distance sensors embedded in each.
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Actual Max. Distance dmax(B) dmax(S) dmin(B) dmin(S)
M Morphology 5.315 5.315 5.315 5.157 5.157
NM Morphology 7.596 6.002 7.200 5.028 5.028
Table 2.1: Table of maximum and minimum distance values for each morphology type.
2.3.5 Experimental Design
The first set of experiments consisted of evolutionary trials made up of fixed length
epochs in the 2x2 environment space. The robot starts by training on one environ-
ment for the duration of the epoch. At the end of each epoch a new environment
is added for the robot to be trained on. By the last epoch the robot is trained on
all four environments. So, from the robots’ perspective, when each new environment
was introduced, the environment space changes by becoming more complex. The
epoch length was set to 100 generations, thus each evolutionary run lasted for 400
generations. If a robot survived from the last generation of one epoch into the first
generation of the next epoch, its fitness was recomputed against this expanded set of
environments.
In the second set of experiments, the robots were evolved in a pre-determined sub-
set of the environment space. Unlike the previous experiment, the robot is introduced
to all of the environments in the subset at the same time instead of sequentially. After
the best robot in the population achieved a pre-specified error threshold in all of the
environments in the chosen subset, it was tested in the remaining environments not
in the subset without any further evolution to see how well it performed.
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{AA,AB,BA} {AA,AB,BB} {AB,BA,BB}
NM BB: 0.465 (±0.0445) BA: 0.593 (±0.0385) AA: 0.388 (±0.0232)
MNM BB: 0.665 (±0.00614) BA: 0.580 (±0.0168) AA: 0.586 (±0.0269)
Table 2.2: Mean values of the error for the non-modular robot types in the unseen environ-
ment after achieving an error of at most 0.15 in the three seen environments. Values in the
parenthesis represent one standard error of the mean.
2.4 Results
Experiment 1, described in Section 2.3.5, was run 50 times for all three robots
in four environments in the 2x2 environment space, yielding a total of 50 × 2 = 100
independent evolutionary runs. The order of the environments was AA,BB,AB,BA.
Figure 4.3 shows that at the start of each epoch there is a spike in the error in the
case of both the MNM and NM robot. In the case of the M robot, there is no spike
in error when the third (AB) and fourth (BA) epochs are introduced.
Experiment 2, described in section 2.3.5, was also run 50 times for the 2x2, 3x3,
and 4x4 environments on all of the robots. Thus there were 50 × 2 × 3 = 300
independent trials. For the first set of trials only the ‘diagonal’ of the environment
space was considered. For the 2x2 environment space this consisted of {AA,BB}.
For the 3x3 environment space the diagonal was {AA,BB, aa}. Finally, for the 4x4
environment space the diagonal was {AA,BB, aa, bb}. The error threshold was set
to 0.15. Figure 2.6 shows the results for these trials.
The next test using this experimental set-up considered another subset other than
the diagonal which had the same number of elements as the diagonal. Specifically, the
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Figure 2.5: Errors of controllers evolved for the M robot (left column), MNM robot (middle
column), and the NM robot (right column) in fixed epoch training (experiment 1 as described
in Sect. 2.3). New environment regimes occurred every 100 generations. Robots were evolved
along the diagonal of the environment space meaning the order presented to the robot was
AA,BB,AB,BA. Each blue curve corresponds to an individual evolutionary run: it reports,
at each generation, the controller with the lowest error in the population at that time. The
red curve reports the average of these runs.
‘corner’ of the environment space was considered Fig. (2.7). All three environment
spaces were considered. For the 2x2 environment space, the corner was designated
to be the top row of the environment space {AA,AB}. For the 3x3 environment
space, the corner was set as {AA,AB,BA}. Finally, for the 4x4 environment space,
the corner was {AA,AB,BA,BB}. Fifty trials of each robot in each environment
space were performed, yielding 50× 2× 3 = 300 independent trials. Again the error
threshold was set to 0.15.
The last test performed using this experimental set-up looked at how well the
MNM and NM robots respond to an unseen environment in the 2x2 case when evolved
in three out of the four environments. The robots were evolved in three different sub-
sets: {AA,AB,BA}, {AA,AB,BB}, and {AB,BA,BB}. Because of the inherent
symmetry in the problem, {AA,AB,BB} is the same as {AA,BA,BB}, so only one
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Figure 2.6: The M (bottom row), MNM (middle row), and NM (top row) robots were evolved
along the diagonal (environments with blue boxes around them) until they achieved an error
of less than or equal to 0.15 in each environment in the subset considered. The robots
were then tested in the remaining environments. The color of the box of each environment
represents the average reported error in that environment. The lighter the color, the greater
the average error with white representing an error of 1.0 and black representing an error of
≤ 0.15. In the modular case, every robot achieved an error of less than or equal to 0.15 on the
off diagonal environments. Over the 50 trials, both the non-modular and mod-nonmodular
robot averaged an error greater than 0.15 in all of the off diagonal environments.
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Figure 2.7: The M (bottom row), MNM (middle row), and NM (top row) robots were
evolved in the corners (environments with blue boxes around them) until they achieved an
error of less than or equal to 0.15 in each environment in the subset considered. The robots
were then tested in the remaining environments. The color of the box of each environment
represents the average reported error in that environment. Here we see that it is necessary
to use completely independent subsets of the environment space to ensure linear scaling in
the modular case.
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was chosen to be tested. Results are presented in Table 2.2.
2.5 Discussion
When the modular robot is presented with a new environment, it is able to break
down that environment into a combination of percepts. If the robot has seen those
percepts before, even if the combination of those percepts is unfamiliar, it is able to
act appropriately. Evidence for this is shown in Fig.4.3. There is no spike in error
in the modular case at the start of the third and fourth epochs when the AB and
BA environments are introduced. In contrast, the non-modular robots cannot see the
environment in this manner, as is shown by the presence of error spikes at each new
epoch.
Fig. 2.6 shows that when the modular robot is evolved along the diagonal of
the environment space, it is able to achieve acceptable error levels, that is at or
below the pre-determined cut off threshold (0.15), in the remaining environments
in the environment space. This suggests that, for this specific task, the number of
environments needed to evolve a robot with a modular morphology and controller
scales with the size of the diagonal of the environment space. Therefore the necessary
number of environments for the modular robot seems to scale linearly with n, where
n is equal here to the number of variations in the size of the spheres.
Conversely, the robots with the non-modular morphologies or controllers do not
achieve acceptable, at or below 0.15, errors in the other environments in the space
by simply evolving along the diagonal, as seen in Fig. 2.6. This means that for this
task, the number of environments the robot needs to be evolved in before achiev-
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ing adequate fitness for the whole environment space is greater than the number of
environments along the diagonal.
Table 2.2 shows that even when either of the non-modular robots is presented
with three out of the four environments in the 2x2 environment space they cannot
use what it has seen in previous environments to help them in the unseen environment.
Thus, at least for the 2x2 environment space case, the non-modular robots need to be
evolved in each environment in the entire space in order to achieve adequate fitness.
Figure 2.7 indicates that just choosing any subset of environments to evolve in does
not guarantee adequate fitness in the remaining unseen environments. Specifically,
the results point to choosing a subset of environments in which each environment is
completely independent from every other environment in the subset. In this context,
completely independent environments are those which do not share the same row
or column. For example, AB would be completely independent from aa since both
the right (A 6= a) and left (B 6= a) spheres are different. As a converse example,
AB and Aa are not completely independent since the left sphere is the same in both
environments, namely A. These results further suggest that a modular robot can
recognize familiar precepts from previous environments and respond appropriately to
them, even when they are presented in an unfamiliar combination. This is seen in
the result from Fig. 2.7, which shows that in the 3x3 environment space case, when
the robot is tested in the BB environment, it reacts appropriately without requiring
further evolution.
Figure 2.7 also shows the side result that evolution will generally find the simplest
action to solve the problem at hand. In the 4x4 environment space case both the
modular and non-modular robot evolve to act on any sphere of size B or smaller (the
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a or b sizes) as an instance of the B sphere. Thus, the robots do well in the remaining
environments comprised of b spheres and poorly in the environments containing a
spheres since the action desired for B sizes is the same as b and different than the
action desired for a.
2.6 Conclusions
This paper has shown that a modular morphology combined with a modular
neural control can enable a robot to break down seemingly novel environments into
combinations of familiar percepts. Moreover, if robots possess both this morphological
and neural modularity, these robots are also likely to move in a similar manner in
these environments, thus continuing to perceive the environment as a combination
of familiar percepts. Assuming that the robot should always react the same way to
each of these local percepts, it follows then that such a robot is likely to exhibit a
successful behavior in this novel environment without requiring further training.
Robots with either non-modular morphologies or non-modular neural controllers
cannot easily exhibit this phenomenon and, as a result, are likely to require additional
training even in environments that contain individually familiar percepts. Given this,
we have shown that, for this task, robots with a modular morphology, combined with
a modular neural controller, need to be evolved only in a linearly growing number
of environments, whereas the number of environments non-modular robots require
grows superlinearly. Our results indicate that it is likely that non-modular robots
will require evolution in all of the possible environments in the space.
In future work, we would like to investigate specifically how the amount of evolu-
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tionary time necessary to evolve adequately fit robots scales for both the modular and
non-modular robots. We plan to accomplish by completely evolving both the modular
and non-modular robots in the 2x2, 3x3, and 4x4 environment spaces. Further, we
will look into scaling both f and n instead of just n, as was presented in this work.
If we consider our entire environment space to be a hypercube composed of nf
hypervoxels representing each individual environment, then there will be n voxels
along the diagonal of the hypercube. If it is sufficient for a modular robot to simply
evolve along this diagonal, then it is possible for time complexity, in this case the
number of evolutionary time steps, necessary to evolve a given robot in an nf sized
environment space to decrease from O(nf ) to O(n). However, this ideal case holds
only if the robots are already morphologically and neurologically modular.
If robots begin with little or no morphological or neural modularity, it follows from
[57] that if environments are added in a modularly-varying way, more modular robots
should evolve. This can be accomplished in this framework by ensuring that each
newly-added environment contains just one new feature of one of the free parameters
describing the environments, while the other free parameters hold to a feature against
which the robots have already been trained. This would require environments to be
added to the training set along each of the edges of the environment hypercube in
sequence, thus reducing O(nf ) to O(nf). Determining whether this theoretical result
holds in practice, and under what conditions, is another worthy target of future
investigation.
There are many other problems to investigate, including how these results here
can be generalized to more complex and realistic robots and task environments. Fur-
thermore, under what conditions would the evolved modularity be maintained when
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the evolved robots are instantiated as physical robots.
Ultimately, this work thus suggests that there may exist a relationship between
morphology, modularity, evolvability, and scalability, which may in future enable the
automated optimization of increasingly complex robots that perform appropriately
in increasingly complex environments.
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Due to the large number of evaluations required, evolutionary robotics experi-
ments are generally conducted in simulated environments. One way to increase the
generality of a robot’s behavior is to evolve it in multiple environments. These envi-
ronment spaces can be defined by the number of free parameters (f) and the number
of variations each free parameter can take (n). Each environment space then has
nf individual environments. For a robot to be fit in the environment space it must
perform well in each of the nf environments. Thus the number of environments grows
exponentially as n and f are increased. To mitigate the problem of having to evolve a
robot in each environment in the space we introduce the concept of ecological modu-
larity. Ecological modularity is here defined as the robot’s modularity with respect to
free parameters in its environment space. We show that if a robot is modular along
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m of the free parameters in its environment space, it only needs to be evolved in
nf−m+1 environments to be fit in all of the nf environments. This work thus presents
a heretofore unknown relationship between the modularity of an agent and its ability
to generalize evolved behaviors in new environments.
3.2 Introduction
One of the major challenges to evolutionary robotics in particular, and evolu-
tionary computation in general, is the relatively slow rate of convergence toward
acceptable solutions due to these algorithms’ stochastic elements. This challenge is
exacerbated when robust behavior is desired: In such cases robots must be evolved
in multiple environments until the robots exhibit the desired behavior in all of them.
However, because of catastrophic forgetting [44], it is not usually possible to evolve
robots in one environment, discard that environment, continue evolving them in a
different environment, and have them retain their ability to succeed in the first en-
vironment. Thus, robots must be trained in some set of static environments, or
gradually exposed to a growing set of training environments over evolutionary time.
[74] pointed out convergence time explodes in such multiple-environment contexts
because of the combinatorics of parametrically-defined environments. Typically, a
set of training environments is generated before evolution commences by defining a
number of free parameters f , which represent aspects of the environment that change
from one to another. For each of these free parameters, there are n possible set-
tings. For example, given an object in the environment, a free parameter could be
the starting position of that object. If the object may have different sizes as well
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as starting positions in a given environment from taken for the total set of possible
environments, then f = 2. If there are two possible sizes, and two different starting
positions, then n = 2. [74] showed that if we wish evolved robots to succeed in all
environments defined for a given f and n, then the robots will have to be evolved in
nf environments.
3.2.1 Robustness
Much work has been done to increase the robustness of evolved behavior in robots.
For instance, Jakobi [54] investigated the introduction of noise to guard against evo-
lutionary exploitation of any inaccuracies in the simulator used to the evolve the be-
haviors. Lehman [68] demonstrated experiments in which explicit selection pressure
was exerted on robots to respond to their sensor input, thus ensuring that evolved
robots would behave differently when placed in different environments where they
could sense the changes. Bongard [8] demonstrated that robots with ancestors that
changed their body plans during their lifetimes tended to be more robust than robots
with fixed-morphology ancestors, because the former lineages tended to experience
wider ranges of sensorimotor experiences than the latter lineages. However, these and
similar works did not investigate the role that modularity might play in the evolution
of robust behavior. One exception is the work of Ellefsen et al. [35], in which an
evolutionary cost is placed on the synapses of disembodied neural networks trained
to compute logical functions. They had previously shown that such connection cost
tends to lead to the evolution of modular networks [24], and, in [35], this neural
modularity enabled evolved networks to rapidly adapt to new environments without
losing their ability to succeed in the original environments.
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3.2.2 Modularity
Like robust behavior, the ubiquity of modularity in evolved systems has spawned
an active literature. Work in this area can be divided into investigations into the evo-
lution of modularity in disembodied systems and embodied systems, such as robots.
Wagner [108] forwarded a theoretical argument that modularity evolves when
systems experience combinations of directional and stabilizing selection on different
parts of their phenotypes. This was subsequently verified by experiments using non-
embodied data structures [72], neural networks [56], [24], and models of gene networks
[36].
Investigations into the evolution of modularity in embodied systems begin with
Gruau [48], who employed an indirect genotype to phenotype mapping that allowed
for the construction of neural modules in a robot. Yamashita et al. [112] demonstrated
robots capable of learning independent motor primitives and then combining them in
novel sequences. In [11] and [13], Bongard et al. showed how to evolve structurally
modular neural controllers for autonomous robots.
However, none of these approaches investigate the relationship between both mor-
phological and neurological modularity as a way to increase generalization. That is,
how the structure of the robot’s morphology and controller may interact with the
environment to reduce the minimum number of environments robots must be evolved
in to generalize across the entire environment space.
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3.2.3 Morphological and neurological modular-
ity
Modularity has shown to be important in evolution of networks and robots be-
cause it helps the agent avoid catastrophic forgetting when presented with a new
environment [35]. Catastrophic forgetting is a problem when, in order to learn a new
task, an agent must forget what it previously learned [44].
However, most of the modularity research in robotics has focused on modularity
with respect to the controller of the robot. Most often the controller is a neural
network so network metrics are used. Most notably the Q-metric has been used
to define modularity in networks [80]. Q is a metric which measures the fraction
of edges which fall between within a group subtracted by the expected fraction of
edges within that group given a random network with the same degree distribution.
However, Q disregards many aspects of the morphology and control of robots which
may be important in determining if the robot is made up of actual useful modules.
More recent work has defined both neural and morphological modularity in terms
of the sensor-motor feedback loop [17]. It was shown that the number of necessary
training environments for robots that are morphologically and neurologically modular
in this manner grows less rapidly than the number of necessary training environments
in non-modular cases when the number of free parameters, f , was held constant and
the number of variations, n, was increased.
In this work, we build upon this research by holding n constant and increasing f .
Also, we continue to use those definitions of neurological and morphological modu-
larity and expand them by considering the robot’s interactions with its environment
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space a property which we here term ‘ecological modularity’.
3.2.4 Ecological modularity
We define the following terms and variables to be used throughout the paper:
• F - The set of free parameters in the system with cardinality f . Free parameters
are the dimensions of the environment space which change.
• n - number of variations of each free parameter in F . Because we are only
considering free parameters that vary, n ≥ 2. For simplicity, all free parameters
are assumed to have the same number of variations.
• Discrete Environment Space - The set, E, comprised of all the possible
combinations of free parameter variations. These are environment spaces which
can be discretized and organized into an f -dimensional hypercube with nf hy-
pervoxels each corresponding to one individual environment. Therefore there
are a total of nf environments in E. Each environment can therefore be defined
as a f -tuple consisting of the variations of each free parameter.
• Orthogonal Environments - Orthogonal environments are those in which
none of the variations of the free parameters are equal. Thus given two envi-




















because pi(j)1 6= pi(j)2 for each j.
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• Orthogonal Environments along a Subset of Free Parameters - Let
D ⊂ F . Then two environments, e1, e2, are orthogonal along D if for each
d ∈ D, pi(d)e1 6= pi(d)e2 .
• Modularity along u Free Parameters - Let U be a subset of F with car-
dinality u. Let OU ⊂ E represent a subset of orthogonal environments along
U . A robot is said to be modular along U if, when the robot achieves sufficient
fitness in all u environments in OU , the robot will maintain its fitness in the
remaining environments where the variations along the F \ U free parameters
remain fixed. We note 1 ≤ u ≤ f for every robot and environment space.
• Ecological Modularity - LetM be a subset of F with cardinality m such that
M is the maximal subset of F a robot is modular with respect to. That is the
robot is modular with respect to every free parameter inM but none of the free
parameters in F \M . Then ecological modularity is defined to be the degree
to which the robot is modular with respect to its environment, m. Robots with
m = f are said to be fully ecologically modular, robots with 1 > m > f are
said to be partially ecologically modular, and robots with m = 1 are said to be
ecologically non-modular.
Using the definitions above, we claim the total number of environments necessary
for a robot to be evolved in is n(f−m+1). Meaning when we have a robot which is
fully ecologically modular (m = f) we only need to evolve the robot in n mutually
orthogonal environments, the easiest example of which is the ‘grand diagonal’ of the
hypercube representation of the environment space. When the robot is ecologically
non-modular (m = 1) we need to evolve the robot in all nf environments. The term
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f −m + 1 represents the number of free parameters the robot is not modular with
respect to.
3.3 Methods
In this section we describe the structure of the environment spaces, robot design,
evolutionary algorithm, and experimental design.
3.3.1 Robot design
Robot Morphology
The robots were designed with a branching, hierarchical morphology. A tree struc-
ture was chosen because it is symmetric, can easily be made modular/non-modular
by fixing different branch hinges, and is easily expandable. Each tree consisted of
one root node and two leaf nodes. The root node was connected to a point in space
by a hinge joint. The leaf nodes were connected to the root node by hinge joints.
Sensors were distance sensors placed in the leaf nodes of the robot. When the robot
was pointing at an object they returned the distance to that object. When the robot
was not pointing at anything, the sensor values returned a default value of ten.
Each robot was composed of three cylinders, one root node and two leaf nodes,
of length one. The base of each leaf node was attached to the tip of the root node.
Robots were initially positioned such that the leaves were horizontally rotated +45o





Figure 3.1: The modular (3.1a) and non-modular (3.1b) robots’ morphology and control
structures. The morphology consisted of fixed hinges (red squares), free hinges (large blue
circles), and sensor nodes (large beige circles). The networks are presented blown up for
each robot. They consisted of sensor (white circles), hidden (yellow circles), and motor
(blue circles) neurons. Motor neuron output controls the hinge joint at the base of the node
the motor neuron is in. Connections between layers were feed-forward and feed-back. There
are also recurrent connections for each hidden and motor neuron not depicted.
First is the modular morphology,M. In the modular morphology, the root node
of the robot is fixed while the leaf nodes of the robot are free to move. Each leaf
could rotate horizontally [−45o,+45o] with respect to its starting position.
Second is the non-modular morphology, NM. In the non-modular morphologies,
the root of the robot is free to move while its leaf nodes are fixed. The root could
rotate horizontally [−120o,+120o].
Robots were simulated using Open Dynamics engine.
Robot controllers
Robots were controlled by artificial neural networks. All networks were layered
networks with both feed-forward and feed-back synapses as well as recurrent connec-
tions on both the hidden neurons and motor neurons. Different cognitive architectures
were employed for robots with different morphologies. Each of these architectures are
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reported in Figure 3.1. For the modular morphologies, each leaf node had a separate,
self-contained network connecting the leaf sensor to the motor neuron in the leaf (Fig.
3.1a). Each leaf network consisted of the one sensor neuron, two hidden layers with
four neurons each, and the one motor neuron.
For the non-modular morphologies, the network connected the two leaf sensor
neurons to the one root motor neuron. This network consisted of the one sensor
neuron, two layers with eight hidden neurons each, and the one motor neuron (Fig.
3.1b).
Sensor neurons could take values between [0, 10]. Hidden and motor neurons could
take values between [−1, 1]. Sensors could take any real valued number. Neurons in
the network were updated at each time step in the simulation. The value of each










where yti denotes the i neuron’s new value at time step t. y
(t−1)
i denotes that neurons
value in the previous time step. wji denotes the weight of the synapse connecting
neuron j to neuron i.
3.3.2 Environmental setup
Environments consisted of two clusters of cylinders set up on the left and right
of the robot such that on the first time step of simulation, the robot pointed at the
center of each cluster as shown in Fig. 3.2. Cylinders were organized on a line segment
perpendicular to the direction of the leaf nodes. Clusters were placed such that the
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Figure 3.2: The starting point of the robots in simulation for each environment. The envi-
ronment space E2 = {e0, e1, e2, e3} is shown by the four left environments in the figure and
E3 = {e0, e1, . . . , e7} is shown by all eight environments which make up the figure. The δ
variable defines the initial distance of both clusters from the robot.
robot was initially pointing at their center. The diameter of each cylinder was equal
to the length of the line segment divided by the number of cylinders in the cluster.
A small constant value of ε = .1 was then added to the diameters so there were no
gaps between cylinders in the cluster. Thus, each environment consisted of three free
parameters:
• cL: The number of cylinders in the left cluster. cL ∈ {1, 2}.
• cR: The number of cylinders in the right cluster. cR ∈ {1, 2}.
• δ: The distance, in simulator units, the center point of each cluster is from the
tip of its corresponding sides leaf node of the robot. δ ∈ {4, 6}.
From the variables described above, we can categorize each environment as a
3-tuple (δ, cL, cR).
We can generate environment spaces by restricting which parameters are free and
which are fixed. In this manner we generate two different environment spaces we are
interested in:
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Figure 3.3: Physical robot made out of Legos. Can represent the M or NM robot by
fixing/freeing motors.
• E2 = (δ = 4, cL = ∗, cR = ∗)
• E3 = (δ = ∗, cL = ∗, cR = ∗)
where ∗ indicates that parameter is free to vary. From this we see E2 is a 2 × 2
environment space with four total environments and E3 is a 2 × 2 × 2 environment
space with eight total environments.
We can then enumerate individual environments by the corresponding tuples pa-
rameter values. For example, we let e(0,0,0) represent an environment that consists of
the first variation of each parameter, namely e(0,0,0) = e0 = (δ = 4, cL = 1, cR = 1).
Thus e(1,1,1) = e7 = (δ = 6, cL = 2, cr = 2) and so on for each environment. All of the
environments considered in this work are presented in Figure 3.2.
3.3.3 Physical implementation
The robot was also made in out of Legos as shown in Figure 3.3. While the physical
implementation can move and respond in the same manner as the simulation, it is
still in development so no evolution was performed using the physical robot.
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3.3.4 Evolutionary setup
The goal of the robot was to point towards clusters containing an even number
of cylinders and away from clusters containing an odd number of cylinders. This was
implemented using a simple counting method detailed in equation (3.4).
The fitness scores of each sensor for each time step, (sL(t), sR(t)), were then
summed and normalized with respect to the environment so the overall fitness was in
[0, 1] for each environment in the space (Eq. 3.3).
The fitness scores of each individual environment were then sorted from lowest to
highest (worst to best) and a weighted average was performed meaning the overall
fitness of the entire environment space also in the range [0, 1] (Eq. 3.2). Weighting
was performed by the geometric sequence wi = 1/(2i) for i = {1, 2, . . . , ‖O‖−1} where
O is subset of the environment space considered. In order to make the weights sum to
one, the last weight was set equal to the second to last weight. The other weighting
schemes considered were a mean average and simply taking the worst individual
environment fitness as the fitness for the whole environment set. Both converged














1 if the sensor is pointing at
an even cluster at time t
0 if the sensor is not pointing at
an object at time t
−1 if the sensor is pointing at
an odd cluster at time t
(3.4)
Evolution was performed using Age Fitness Pareto Optimization (AFPO) with a
population size of 50 [95]. AFPO is a multi-objective optimization method using a
genome’s age and fitness as objectives. Mutations occurred by way changing synapse
values in the neural network. If a synapse was chosen for mutation, a new weight was
drawn from a random Gaussian value with mean equal to the previous weight and
standard deviation equal to the absolute value of the previous weight. This mutation
operator is employed because it allows weights near zero to mutate very slightly, while
large-magnitude weights can be mutated in a single step over a much broader range.
A mutation rate was chosen such that the expected number of synapses mutated each
step was one.
3.3.5 Experimental setup
Robots were evolved in a subset, O, of the total environment space, E. O was
designated as the training set. When the best robot in the population achieved a
certain fitness threshold for each environment in O, evolution was halted and the
best robot was then tested in the remaining unseen environments, E \ O. We chose
a fitness value of 0.9 as the threshold. We performed 30 trials for each experiment.
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3.4 Results
The first environment space explored was E2, the 2× 2 environment space where
only cL and cR were varied. The training set of the robots was O2,2 = {e0, e3}. In E2,
O2,2 represents the grand diagonal of the space. Figure 3.4a shows thatM was able
to achieve sufficient fitness in the entirety of E2 when the robot achieved sufficient
fitness in O2,2. Figure 3.4b shows that NM was not able to achieve sufficient fitness
in all environments of E2. The robot was not above the fitness threshold in any
unseen environment for any trial.
The second environment space we explored was E3, the 2×2×2 environment space
where cL, cR and δ were free parameters. For this environment space, the training
set was O3,4 = {e0, e3, e4, e7}. This training set represents diagonal sub-spaces of
environments for each value of δ. The M robot was able to be sufficiently fit in
the whole space while only being evolved in the environments in O3,4 (Fig. 3.5a).
The NM robot was not able to achieve sufficient fitness in the rest of E3 after
achieving sufficient fitness in O3,4 (Fig. 3.5b). We also evolved the M robot in E3
using a different training subset. For this experiment, O3,2 = {e0, e7} which is the
grand diagonal of E3. Results presented in Fig. 3.6 show theM was not able to be
sufficiently fit.
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(a) Modular robot in E2 (b) Non-modular robot in E2
Figure 3.4: Average fitness scores forM (3.4a) and NM (3.4b) robots in E2 with training
set O2,2 = {e0, e3}. O2,2 is represented by the blue outlines around the environments.
(a)M robot in E3
(b) NM robot in E3
Figure 3.5: Average fitness scores forM (3.5a) and NM (3.5b) robots in E3 with training
set O3,4 = {e0, e3, e4, e7}. O3,4 is represented by the blue outlines around the environments.
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Figure 3.6: The M robot evolved with training set O3,2 = {e0, e7}. We see that the robot
does not achieve adequate fitness when only evolved in O3,2.
(a) Modular Robot (b) Non-modular Robot
Figure 3.7: Sensor values of the left and right distance sensors for randomly chosen M
and NM robots evolved in training set O2,2 = {e0, e3}. We see that the modular robot can
move one leaf node without affecting the sensor value of the other arm. In contrast the
non-modular robot cannot.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusion
When a robot with ecological modularity is presented with a new environment, it
is able to break down that environment along M , the free parameters it is modular
with respect to. The robot then can recognize this new environment as a combination
of percepts it has seen before and act accordingly. This means the robot only needs
to be evolved in a subset of the whole environment space. Specifically, the minimal
size of this subset is nf−m+1.
As the ecological modularity in the robot increases, it is able to break down more
free parameters in the environment space. This is shown by the fact the M robot
can achieve fitness at or above 0.9 in environments it has not seen before while the
NM robot cannot as seen in Figs 3.4 and 3.5.
We claim that in both the E2 and E3 environment spaces theM robot has m = 2
while the NM robot has m = 1. This is because the robot can break down its
environment because it is able to move its sensors independently (Fig. 3.7a ). The
NM robot cannot break down its environment into left and right percepts because
it is morphologically and neurologically non-modular (Fig. 3.7b). When it senses a
new percept on the right it fundamentally changes how it views its environment even
if the percept on the left remains constant. Therefore, in the E2 environment space
m = 2 forM and m = 1 for NM.
Neither theM nor NM robots are modular with respect to δ. This is shown by
the fact that they cannot be simply trained along the diagonal of E3 to be sufficiently
fit in the whole space (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6). Therefore, in the E3 environment space
m = 2 for M and m = 1 for NM. We hypothesize that if a robot was able to
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categorize the clusters independently of distance then, in E3, the robot would have
m = 3 and only n3−3+1 = n environments would be necessary.
In this paper we introduced the concept of ecological modularity and showed that
robots which are ecological modular can be sufficiently fit in an entire environment
space even though they are only evolved in a subset of its environments. Robots that
are not morphologically modular cannot move without changing their entire percep-
tion of their environment and thus cannot break down their environment into familiar
percepts. Similarly, ecologically non-modular robots cannot view the varying environ-
ments in terms of unfamiliar combination of familiar percepts because they cannot
sense their world in a manner which breaks down the environment into individual
percepts.
In future work we would like to investigate whether ecological modularity can be
discovered by evolution instead of from human construction of these robots.
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Chapter 4
Embodied Embeddings for Hyper-
NEAT
4.1 Abstract
A long time goal of evolutionary roboticists is to create ever-increasing lifelike
robots which reflect the important aspects of biology in their behavior and form.
One way to create such creatures is to use evolutionary algorithms and genotype to
phenotype maps which act as proxies for biological development. One such algorithm
is HyperNEAT whose use of a substrate which can be viewed as an abstraction of
spatial development used by Hox genes. Previous work has looked into answering
what effect changing the embedding has on HyperNEAT’s efficiency, however no work
has been done on the effect of representing different aspects of the agents morphology
within the embeddings. We introduce the term embodied embeddings to capture the
idea of using information from the morphology to dictate the locations of neurons
in the substrate. We further compare three embodied embeddings, one which uses
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the physical structure of the robot and two which use abstract information about the
robot’s morphology, on an embodied version of the retina task which can be made
modular, hierarchical, or a combination of both.
4.2 Introduction
The ultimate goal of evolutionary artificial intelligence and automated machine
research is to have the complex forms and behaviors of animals reflected in the agents
created by algorithms. Modularity, hierarchy, and regularity are important factors to
consider when creating agents which reflect the complexities seen in biology [19, 94,
49, 12].
In mammalian fetal development, HOX genes are activated at different times in
development based on the strength of chemical gradients physically present in the
morphology of the organism [33, 63]. In one example, Hox genes at the beginning of
the genome are activated first near the anterior end of the organism while Hox genes
at the end of the genome are activated later in development along the posterior of
the organism. This allows development to easily generate symmetry and structure
based on a local interaction of chemicals. This type of development helps generate the
repeated, hierarchical, and modular structures present in a biological agents body.
Indirect encodings which incorporate development in some manner can help ar-
tificially act as development similar to how Hox genes behave during mammalian
development[101, 7]. Indirect encodings also have the benefit of only needing to op-
timize a set of parameters existing in a smaller dimension than a counterpart direct
encoding. Instead of choosing the weight of each synapse, an indirect encoding instead
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provides rules or functions for how the weights should be set [47]. Evolution then only
has to optimize the rules for determining the weights and not the weights themselves
meaning indirect encodings can be applied to arbitrarily tasks with arbitrarily large
networks without increasing the search space evolution actually exists in. Indirect
encodings can also introduce regularity into the phenotype of the agent, similar to
what is found in natural agents [28]. If the rules used by the indirect encoding con-
tain symmetry, it is likely symmetry will be reflected in the final individual. In the
effort to create more natural evolved robots being able to codify natural development
processes in the generation of said robots is an important step.
HyperNEAT, explained in more detail in the next section, is a direct encoding
which acts as a proxy for development for artificial agents. Similar to Hox genes,
HyperNEAT takes locality into account in its genotype to phenotype map. We call
an embodied embedding when the locality present in the substrate is based on some
aspect of the morphology of the agent. We provide evidence that different embodied
embeddings provide differences based on the objective the robot is tasked to perform.
4.2.1 HyperNEAT
HyperNEAT is a genetic algorithm specialized in creating gradients and patterns
along substrates [101]. When used on neural networks, Hyperneat uses Compositional
Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs) to determine the synaptic weight between two
neurons by taking in the embedded locations of the source and target neuron as
input. The output of the CPPN is then used to determine the weight of the synapse.
HyperNEAT uses the NEAT algorithm to determine the structure and topology of the
CPPN. The initial population for NEAT is a simplistic network directly connecting
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Figure 4.1: A depth 2 robot in an environment consisting of two Far cylinders on the left
and two Near cylinders on the right. The robot is tasked with a local and a global objective.
The local objective consists of pointing at the white portions of the cylinders while the global
objective consists of moving its root node upwards because there are an even number of each
type of cylinder. The initial position of the robot is shown on the left. At the midpoint
of evaluation (middle image) the robot is correctly pointing at the correct portions of the
cylinders. Rays coming out of the robots leaves are purely graphical to help indicate where
the robot is pointing. Towards the end of simulation (right) the robot has completed the
global task at the cost of half of the local task.
inputs to outputs with randomly determined weights. Over evolutionary time the
network is made more complex by adding nodes and edges to the network, as well
as changing the weights of the edges. The activation functions of the nodes are
chosen from a predetermined list of functions which can be chosen to reflect the
relevant regularity needed in the specific task at hand. NEAT further uses diversity
preservation techniques which give new genotypes a chance to optimize to the task
before removing them from the population due to fitness.
HyperNEAT has been shown to be effective in a wide range of domains which
require regularity from determining weights in neural networks, to painting images,
and determining an agent’s morphology [30].
There are many variants and modifications one can make to HyperNEAT. The one
we use throughout the experiments in this paper is HyperNEAT with Link Expression
Output (HyperNEAT-LEO). HyperNEAT-LEO uses two outputs to the CPPN, one
to determine the weight of the synapse in question and one to determine whether the
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synapse is expressed or not in the final neural network [106]. By allowing evolution
to control whether the synapse is expressed, HyperNEAT-LEO can control the final
topology of the produced neural network and explicitly dictate the presence of mod-
ules. To further imbue the concept of modularity and locality for HyperNEAT-LEO,
the initial population of CPPNs can be seeded with Gaussian nodes which are acti-
vated only when input neurons are close to eachother in their embedded substrate.
Thus synapses are initially much more likely to be expressed if the neurons are close
in embedded space.
This type of control over synaptic expression can be useful in tasks in which mod-
ularity is necessary [106]. One such task is the Retina Task detailed later in the paper.
So far the majority of tasks which use HyperNEAT-LEO have been disembodied net-
works in which modularity is critical or necessary to correct completion of the task
[106, 53]. In this work we apply HyperNEAT-LEO to an embodied agent evolved in
task environments that are modular and hierarchical.
4.2.2 Substrate Analysis
[25] showed that the configuration of the substrate can impact fitness and effi-
ciency when using HyperNEAT. The authors applied different embodied embeddings
for a quadruped. In one experiment, the embeddings differed by the dimension of
the geometric representation. The authors tested 1,2, and 3-d representations for the
neural network controlling the quadruped, the idea being that the 3-d representation
more encompasses the actual symmetries and structure present in the physical robot.
They showed that the 2 and 3-d representations resulted in similar performance mean-
ing that this increase in dimensionality did not help or hinder HyperNEAT’s ability
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to evolve a walking gait in the quadruped. Their work did not use information about
the abstract structure and relationships between components in the morphology in
determining the embedding.
Further work in the impact on of embedding locations has been focused on evolvable-
substrate HyperNEAT (ES-HyperNEAT) which evolves the location of neurons in the
substrate as well as the CPPN [92, 93]. While these methods have shown to have
been effective on benchmark problems, when the designer of the substrate is given a
body in which to physically place neurons, it allows the morphology to dictate the
structure of the controller.
4.2.3 Retina Task
The retina task is an inherently hierarchical and modular task. Two retinas, on the
left and right, are fed into a neural network. The modular aspect of the retina task is
to distinguish whether each retina contains a target pattern or not. The hierarchical
aspect of the retina task is to then take whether each retina is a target pattern or not
as a logical input and compute a function on that input, like NAND.
The original goal of the retina task was to show that modularly varying goals
causes evolution to generate modular networks whereas fixed goals tend to gener-
ate nonmodular networks [57]. In their initial paper [57] used direct encodings to
construct the neural networks topology and synaptic weights. By changing the logi-
cal function the network needed to compute periodically, they were able to generate
networks which exhibited left-right modularity.
[27] then used the same retina task using HyperNEAT to specify the neural net-
work. They found that HyperNEAT performed much more poorly than the direct
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encodings used previously as well as finding that the solutions produced by Hyper-
NEAT were not modular.
In response, [106] showed that by using Hyperneat-LEO modular solutions were
found to the retina task when the initial population of Central Pattern Producing
Networks (CPPNs) used by HyperNEAT-LEO were seeded with an explicit concept
of locality. This work further showed that other versions of HyperNEAT including
dynamic threshold and LEO without seeding were less effective in generating modular
networks which were fit to the required task.
Further modularity has been shown to be evolved by using connection cost along
with HyperNEAT-LEO [53]. The authors evolved networks on a variety of variants
of the disembodied retina task.
Every work using the retina task has done so in a disembodied way. We present
an embodied version of the retina task in which the robot must physically move in
order to respond correctly to what it senses in the environment. This movement
then changes how the robot perceives its environment causing its sensation of the
environment to change. In this manner seemingly modular tasks can have extremely
effective non-modular solutions. In future work we plan to examine how adding































































Embeddings for Different Tree Depths
Figure 4.2: The embeddings shown at three different depths of the tree. White neurons in-
dicate the distance sensor neurons. Sensor neurons are placed in the leaves of the tree and
point outward in the direction of the leaf they are contained in. Black neurons indicate mo-
tor neurons and are placed in the leaves and the root of the tree. The remaining neurons are
hidden neurons colored according to their depth for ease of comparison across embeddings.
Each branch consisted of four hidden neurons. Both the physical (a) and binary (b) embed-
dings exist in 2D-space regardless of the depth of the tree and produce valid embeddings (i.e.
no overlapping neurons) for arbitrary depths of the tree. The dimension of the hierarchical
embedding (c) grows as the size of the tree grows. Note at d = 1 the hierarchical and binary
embedding are exactly the same.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Robot Construction
The robot was a planar tree structure consisting of an actuated root and 2d actu-
ated leaves where d is the depth of the tree. Hence, at d = 2 there are two actuated
leaves (Fig. 4.2). Each leaf consisted of a distance sensor pointing out from the tree
into the environment and a motor which actuates a hinge joint connecting the leaf
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to its parent branch. The hinge joint allowed the leaf to rotate up and down with
respect to its parent branch. The root consisted of a motor which actuated a linear
joint moving the entire tree along the z-axis (up and down). Joint ranges in the leaves
were limited to ±pi4 from their starting position and the root node could move ±1
units from its starting position. Each branch was 1/2 unit long with the root base










Neuron activation in the robot was controlled using Equation 4.1. The value of the ith
neuron, ni, at time step t was equal to the value of ni in the previous time step plus
the sum of the incoming synaptic weights multiplied by the corresponding neuron’s
value. The σ in the Eq. (4.1) is the hyperbolic tangent function.
4.3.2 Embodied Retina Task
The goal of the embodied retina task is to perceive objects in the environment
and react accordingly. Similar to the its disembodied counterpart the embodied retina
task requires aspects of modularity and hierarchy in the controller of the agent.
The task environment consisted of cylinders placed along a semi circle four units
(Near) and six units (Far) away from the origin. Near cylinders were white on top,
black on the bottom and far cylinders were colored black on top and white on bottom.
The cylinders were placed such that each leaf of the robot was pointing at the middle
of its corresponding cylinder (Fig. 4.1).
There were two objectives for each robot: local and global. The local objective was
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to have leaves point at the white region of their corresponding cylinders. The global
objective was to determine if there was an even or odd number of Near cylinders.
The robot had to respond by moving the root, and thus the whole tree, up if there
was an even number and down if there was an odd number of Near cylinders.
For example, given a depth d = 1 robot and the the environment {Near, Near},
the robot should move its root up while the leaves of the robot point up towards the
tops of the cylinders. Further, given the environment {Near, Far}, the global solution
will be to move the root down, while the local solutions will be to point to the top of
the left (Near) cylinder and the bottom of the right (Far) cylinder.
The number of cylinders in the environment is dependent on the number of leaves
in the tree which is further dependent on the depth of the tree. Specifically, the
number of cylinders, n, is n = 2d. Each cylinder had two variants. Thus, at depth
d = 1 there are two cylinders meaning there are 22 = 4 total environments for the
robot to be evaluated in. For depth d = 2 there are four cylinders giving 42 = 16
total environments for the robot to be evaluated in.
eval(ce, t) =

1 if pointing at white region of
ce at time t
0 otherwise











(αge + (1− α)`e)2 (4.4)
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The global objective, calculated in Eq. (4.2) as ge, is primarily hierarchical. ge is
the absolute difference between the target z-location (1.5 if there is an even number
of each cylinder, 0.5 otherwise) and the ending z-location of the root at the final time
step. A human designer would possibly create a network where information would
flow from the leaves to the root where the robot would then aggregate the information
to create the correct response.
The local objective, calculated in Eq. (4.3) is primarily modular. `e is found by
assessing whether the robot is looking at the white portion of the cylinders in the last
half of the evaluation. By expanding out evaluation to the final half of simulation we
allow evolution to create a more steady gradient to the optimal solution. At each time
step during evaluation, the robot is given a point if it is correctly looking at the white
portion of the cylinder and a 0 if it is not. These points are then summed for each
cylinder and normalized between [0, 1] and subtracted from 1 to give the error. In
correctly assessing a cylinder, each leaf would benefit from having an isolated module
which determines whether to move the leaf branch up or down as appropriate.
The overall objective function is a mean squared error consisting of a weighted
sum of the error from the two tasks. From these two objectives we explored three
tasks determined by Eq. (4.4) using α = {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}. These values correspond to
focusing on only the local objective, both objectives combined, and only the global
objective, respectively.
4.3.3 Embodied Network Embeddings
Each embedding consisted of four hidden neurons per physical tree branch. The
embeddings are embodied because each neuron is placed using information from the
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morphology of the robot. The physical embedding uses the actual (x, y) positioning
of the robot in its initial state whereas both the binary and hierarchical embeddings
use information about the branches location in the abstract tree structure. Each
embedding consisted of a number of motor and sensor neurons dependent on the
depth of the tree considered. Each leaf branch contained one sensor neuron and one
motor neuron. The root contained a single motor neuron. Thus for d = 1 there where
3 ∗ 4 = 12 hidden neurons 2 sensor neurons and 3 motor neurons giving 17 total
neurons. For d = 2 there where 7 ∗ 4 = 28 hidden neurons 4 sensor neurons and 5
motor neurons giving 37 total neurons.
The path of a branch is determined by whether the branch is a left or right child
or an ancestor. Thus, the path of each branch is a list with length d, the depth of the
tree. The elements of this list are chosen from {−1, 0, 1}. A −1 indicates the branch
is a left child, +1 indicates a right child, and 0 indicates the branch is an ancestor to
branches in that depth. For example, given a d = 2 tree, the leftmost leaf is [−1,−1]
because it is left child of the left child of the root. In contrast root’s path is [0, 0]
because it is the ancestor of both depth one and two branches.
In the physical embedding, neurons were placed along the branches of the physical
robot. Thus each neuron had a physical location which corresponded to the robots
initial starting position in physical (x, y) space. The physical embedding is in two-
dimensional space, regardless of the the depth of the robot.
In the binary embedding, the neurons were placed according to the location of its
corresponding branch in the overall tree structure. The x position of the neurons are
placed using information about the path and depth of the current branch. Neurons
x = ∑i=1d pi ∗ 1i where pi is the ith index of the path p. This results in neurons in
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branches of left children being placed to the left of neurons in the parent branches
and, conversely, neurons in right child branches are to the right of their parents.
The neurons in the root branch are located at x = 0. The y coordinate of the
binary embedding was chosen to be linear spacing between [−1,+1]. Motors were
placed at y = −1, sensors at y = +1 and hidden neurons were linearly spaced in
between. In branches without sensors or motors, hidden neurons were still placed as
if they existed, meaning hidden neurons from each branch shared y coordinates. This
embedding was chosen because it encompasses information about the morphology
of the tree, specifically left-right symmetry, while also being extensible to different
depths of tree morphologies and remaining in a 2-d embedding. The embedding is
shown in more detail in Figure 4.2b.
The hierarchical embedding (Fig. 4.2c) is similar to the binary embedding in
that it uses information about the branches location to determine the position of
the embedded neurons. However, instead of placing neurons in a 2-d embedding,
the dimension hierarchical embedding grows with the depth of the tree, specifically
dim = d + 1. Each new depth of the tree is a new dimension for the embedding
with variations in the positioning at that depth, according to the path of the branch,
corresponding to location in that dimension in the embedding. For example, if a
branches path in a depth 2 tree is [-1, 1], the corresponding (x, y) embedding for
neurons in that branch are (−1, 1) with the z coordinate being determined by the
same linear interpolation between [−1,+1] as seen previously. In general, the first
d coordinates of the hierarchical embedding are determined by the path with the
final coordinate being determined by the linear interpolation. This means at d = 1
the binary and hierarchical embeddings are exactly the same. Further, the distance
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bin/hier physical
α = 0.0 0.0152**** 0.0185
α = 0.5 0.0208 0.0245
α = 1.0 0.125 0.140
Table 4.1: Depth 1 average minimum fitness at generation 1000. Bolded values indicates
minimum across row. **** indicates p < 0.0001 according to Mann-Whitney U test.
between in neurons in the hierarchical embedding is reflective of the path distance of
the branches within the tree. This means a child is closer to its parent than its sibling
and branches with the same parent are closer than branches with different parents.
4.3.4 Experimental Parameters
Robots were simulated using Pyrosim, a python interface for Open Dynamics
Engine 1. We used the same parameters for HyperNEAT as in [106] with the exception
of changing the population size to 100 due to the computational cost of simulation.
Robots were evaluated for 100 time steps in each environment.
The initial population of CPPNs were seeded as in [106]. Because we considered
two dimensional substrates, two Gaussian nodes were used and the bias was connected
to the LEO output of the CPPN with a -2. This seed means that two neurons which












































































Figure 4.3: The average minimum error for the three embeddings in the six experiments per-
formed over generational time. The top row contains the average minimum error for depth
1 trees with four total test environments. The bottom row contains the average minimum
error for depth 2 trees with 16 total test environments. Each column indicates a different
α parameter. α is used to tune the error from the local objective, α = 0.0, to the global
objective ,α = 1.0, as dictated by Equation 4.4. Shaded regions indicate ± SEM. Only the




α = 0.0 0.0600 0.0675 0.0548
α = 0.5 0.0699 0.0632 0.0588 *
α = 1.0 0.227 0.239 0.222
Table 4.2: Depth 2 average minimum fitness at generation 1000. Bold values indicate
minimum across row. ∗ indicates significance at p < 0.05 according to Kruskall-Wallis
H-Test.
4.4 Results
We ran 30 trials of HyperNEAT-LEO for both the physical and binary embedding
for α ∈ {0.0, 0.5, 1.0} with d ∈ {1, 2} for 1000 generations each. The results are
presented in Figure 4.3. Amongst the six experiments, two resulted in population in
a significant difference in ending average error. In the d = 2, α = 0.5 experiment, the
physical embedding proved to have significantly better fitness after 1000 generations
(p < 0.05). Conversely, in the d = 2, α = 1.0 experiment, the binary embedding
proved to be significantly better error than the physical embedding (p < 0.05). All
other experiments provided statistically similar ending fitness values for both embed-
dings.
For every value of α in the Depth 1 experiments, the binary/hierarchical embed-
ding performed better than the physical embedding over 1000 generations however
only the α = 0.0 results are significant. Complete reporting on ending error of Depth
1 experiments is located in Table 4.1.
For every value of α in the Depth 2 experiments, the hierarchical embedding
performed better than both the physical and binary embeddings over 1000 generations
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however only the α = 0.5 results are significant.
Modularity in the form of network modularity was not present in any of the ending
champion networks, every network was completely connected. Regularity was found
to be present and varied between the different encodings as seen in Figure 4.4.
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Sample networks and Connection Matrix
Figure 4.4: The best run champions from the α = 0.5, d = 1 experiment. The physical
embedding is shown on the top row and the binary/hierarchical embedding is shown on
the bottom row. The left column shows how the network is placed on the embedding and
the right column is the same network in adjacency matrix form. Red connections indicate
negative synaptic weights while blue indicates positive weights and the alpha of the connection
indicates the magnitude of the weight. The adjacency matrix (right) helps show how the
positioning of nodes in the embedding impacts the type of connection structure which occurs.
The white separations are sensors which cannot be connected to by synapses. The separations




The location of neurons embedded in the substrate used by HyperNEAT is known
to have a difference in the efficiency of evolution to optimize to both embodied and
disembodied tasks [25]. By using different embodied embeddings, HyperNEAT is able
to set connection weights using locality and gradients, present in the morphology,
which may stress the importance of certain desirable traits in robot controllers such
as hierarchy and modularity. Figure 4.4 shows a clear difference in the types of
patterns that are more common given a physical embedding, one where the robots
morphology is directly reflected in the location of the neurons, compared to a different
type of embodied embedding which uses information about the abstract concept of
the structure of the morphology.
Figure 4.3 shows the hierarchical embedding was able to perform better than
other embeddingns on a complex task which had both global and local objectives.
The increases in dimensionality of the hierarchical embedding helped it compared
to the similar binary embedding which uses the same concept of a branches path
to determine neuron location but restricts the embedding to two dimensions. These
differences are important because it gives an indication as to the nature of the rela-
tionship between the morphology of the robot, the structure of the task at hand, and
the embedding used.
One important aspect of HyperNEAT is that it is resolution independent meaning
it is likely that solutions found are able to scale in a predictable manner [47]. Here we
give some insight into how embodied embeddings may be able to be scaled effectively.
In either embedding presented in this work, more hidden neurons can easily be placed
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by using linear spacing between the end points set by the sensor and motor neurons.
In the physical embedding this takes place near the physical (x, y) position of the tips
of each branch while in the binary embedding this occurs at x ∈ {−1,+1}. Further
resolution increases can occur for this robot by increasing the depth of the tree. In
other robots this can be thought of as adding different components or sensors and
incorporating them into the substrate as prescribed by the emobodied embedding
plan. Figure 4.3 shows that while increasing the depth had a impact on the overall
error achieved it is important to note that the number of environments between d = 1
and d = 2 was squared. The increase in depth helped elucidate potential problems
with each embedding at these higher depth dimensions.
The disembodied retina task is known to be a benchmark in order to create mod-
ularity in evolved neural networks [57, 27]. There are many potential reasons as to
why modularity did not form in the experiments performed. One could be that there
are plenty of perfectly acceptable non-modular controllers in this task even though,
to a human designer, the task seems separable and modular. Another reason could
be that there was not enough pressure for modularity to form. [57] only consistently
found modularity when the global task the network needed to compute was changed
over the course of evolution. This changing every few generations pressured evolution
to separate the network into left and right halves. It is possible that for this task,
in order for modularity to be present, one would need to change the global objective
periodically.
Another way to further constrain connectivity is to explicitly choose for solutions
which have less connections through applying a connection cost function. The sim-
plest function to represent cost simply counts the total number of connections present
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in the network, however, given the tree structure of the robot, we can direct evolu-
tion towards hierarchical solutions by assigning each neuron a physical corresponding
branch and computing the path length from the branch of one neuron to the branch
of the other. In this manner we could select for controllers which explicitly use a
hierarchical structure.
Lastly, it is possible modularity did not occur because this is an embodied task
in which speed of movement may play a factor. The more heavily connected a motor
neuron is the more likely it is that it will actuate with a higher magnitude veloc-
ity. This higher velocity can help the robot achieve its target position more quickly
resulting in higher fitness.
4.6 Conclusion
In this work we presented the term embodied embedding and presented two ways in
which it could be performed. One simply took the physical morphology of the robot
in space to inform the construction of the substrate. The other used the abstract
notion of the robot’s structure to create the embedding. Both were able to perform
in tasks that, to a human, seem modular and hierarchical. We showed that differences
in these embeddings can cause differences in the evolvability of the robots. We further
gave insight into the patterns of connections created by certain embeddings and how
they can create different networks to complete the same task.
In the future we would also like to investigate if ES-Hyperneat chooses hierarchical
embeddings for hierarchical tasks and whether connection cost could help produce
modularity in the embodied retina task.
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the Evolution of Modularity
An open area of research in evolutionary biology is the existence of modularity in
the structure of organisms. Much of the scientific inquiries into the catalyst for the
evolution of modules has ignored the question of morphological modularity–the me-
chanical independence between portions of the body–and how this modularity relates
to the agent’s environment. In this study we explore the evolution of populations of
embodied agents in a set of environments consisting of variations of modular sub-goals
and investigate modularity with respect to the structure present in the environment
by introducing a new metric—called sub-goal interference—to measure how environ-
mental variation impacts an agent’s response to stimulus. We further compare how
implementing a cost associated with an agent’s body as well nervous system during
evolution impacts the resulting patterns of behavior of fit individuals. We show that
our implementation of morphological cost evolves agents with lower sub-goal interfer-
ence than no cost or neural cost alternatives. With no a priori knowledge of the robot
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or the environment, we show a simple morphological cost applied during evolution
can produce agents which accurately reflect the modularity and structure of their en-
vironments. This suggests that for certain tasks and environments, the relationships
within an agent’s body can be more fundamental towards exhibiting modularity with
respect to a set of tasks compared to the structure of its nervous system.
5.1 Introduction
Modularity is present at multiple scales and varieties–structural, functional, etc.–
within an organism [16, 49, 110, 114]. Consider the breakdown of an organism into
its separate organs, specialized tissues within each organ, independent cells within
the tissue, and functionally different organelles contained within each cell. While
the prevalence of modularity in biological life has made it a popular target of study,
quantifying modularity within a system is notoriously difficult due to its inherently
subjective description [6, 16]. Despite this difficulty, most definitions of modularity
share a reliance on some concept of independent features acting as part of a whole.
Here we explore the modularity of movement and perception with respect to en-
vironmental stimulus. Modularity in robotics has been explored through the use of
modular robots, however the modules which make up the robot in these studies are
predefined and not directly evolved [105, 73]. When considering an example of evolved
embodied modularity, it is possibly easiest to imagine this concept as the dexterity
present in a hand, or hand equivalent structure. The evolution of hands and limbs
has been one of the most studied aspects of evolutionary development research [78,
107, 114].
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Consider the movement of one digit of the human hand. For the most part, there
is the ability to move one finger without impacting the position and orientation of
the remaining fingers in the hand. The movement between left and right hands is
even more independent than between fingers within the same hand. This begs for
evolutionary explanations for many independent degrees of freedom within the hands
of some species, but many coupled degrees freedom in others. Or more generally, what
leads to increasing independence of motion within an organism? Given consideration
of specific examples we can suggest possible explanations.
The first example to consider is the evolution of whales and other sea mammals
which evolved from land mammals. These mammals reverted the previous evolution
of mechanically independent fingers and toes into flippers which limit the motion of
the still present digits [104]. The evolution of flippers are a product of the animals’
aquatic environment where having independent digits without some sort of webbing
will naturally be a detriment to swimming. The evolution of whales demonstrates how
certain environments impose selective pressure towards more mechanically dependent
morphology. However, the environment can also pressure towards a specialization of
independent digits. The aye-aye is a lemur with a highly specialized third digit, which
aids in foraging for insect larva in the hollows of trees [85]. With this digit, the aye-
aye is capable of completing highly dexterous maneuvers in pursuit of food which
its other fingers cannot achieve [76]. The specific form of the hands evolved within
the whale and aye-aye species provide support to the idea of environment guiding
evolution. However there may be other, non-environmental pressures, which can
impact the evolution of mechanical independence. We evolve populations of simulated
agents in tasks and environments containing modular sub-goals while employing both
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morphological and neurological cost to the phenotype in order to explore how the
various factors contribute to mechanical modularity.
By simulating the evolutionary process, we can explore evolution at a faster rate
while also isolating factors which may cause differences in evolutionary trajectories.
Simulation of evolved agents can be separated into two categories: disembodied and
embodied. Disembodied approaches (Sec. 5.1.1) treat agents as separate from their
environment. That is, while the agents are tasked to receive and react to signals from
the environment, there is no action they can take which impacts future perception.
Studies of disembodied agents generally implement agents as networks. In contrast,
embodied agents have the ability to move through an environment, which in turn
affects future behavior (Sec. 5.1.2). While both approaches are valid for exploring
the evolutionary process, in this work we implement an embodied agent to study the
evolution of mechanical modularity.
5.1.1 Disembodied modularity
Computational studies of the evolution of modularity have largely concerned mod-
ularity with respect to disembodied networks [57, 58, 23]. There it has been shown
that modularity in networks can evolve by exposing an agent to a set of environments
which temporally change the global task by varying common sub-goals [57, 38]. This
is referred to as modularly varying goals (MVG). Populations of highly modular net-
works evolve more rapidly to adapt to these changes. While the plausibility for MVG
to occur in nature has been shown in certain cases [84], there are most likely many
other factors which contribute to the evolution of modularity. Sparsity is an example
of another possible factor which has been explored in disembodied networks [23, 45,
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4, 37]. Selection for more sparse individuals can be achieved through the implemen-
tation of connection cost:a cost levied on the topology of the network, depending on
how it is connected. Connection cost can be directly selected for using multi-objective
methods [23] or implicitly through the choice of mutation operator [45]. In this work
we similarly implement a fitness function which considers both performance and cost
while evolving the population of agents in a set of environments consisting of modu-
lar sub-goals. However, this work differs from computational studies of disembodied
agents because we implement a robot which can move to change future perception
of the environment. Further, the use of a body means we cannot use traditional
techniques to calculate modularity.
The standard calculation of modularity in a network is through the use of Q [79,
69]. Q is calculated by finding the optimal community structure and then comparing
the number of intra-module connections to the number of expected connections of
a random graph with the same degree distribution. This means Q only measures
structural modularity present in the network; it does not take into account mechanical
aspects of the modules nor their physical interactions with the environment [70].
Further, Q has been shown to produce results which are unintuitive [2] and fails to
resolve smaller modules as the size of the network increases [42]. The resolution issue
of Q has been addressed in more recent work, however it requires the calculation of Q
in many random networks [37]. Lastly, Q may only be applied to structures which can
be represented as networks. This poses a problem for investigating the modularity
present within both an agents’ body plan and nervous system. We instead use an
embodied measure of modularity called sub-goal interference, I, to explore what we
believe is a more descriptive metric of modularity for embodied agents. I is fully
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defined in Section 5.3.2.
While the investigation of disembodied networks is useful for a more complete
understanding of neural pathways, gene regulatory networks, and complex interac-
tions within organisms, actually describing the functional behavior of an agent and
how modularity in the body plan impacts evolution requires that the agent be able
to affect its perception of its environment.
5.1.2 Embodied modularity
Although embodiment is often mentioned in Evolutionary Robotics (ER), many
experiments only evolve the synaptic weights in a fixed-topology neural controller,
nor is the morphology of the robot evolved [32, 55]. To accurately investigate the
evolution of biological organisms we must allow evolution to dictate both neural
topology and morphology. Studies which do consider morphological change generally
restrict agents to be evolved in a singular environment [98, 9]. Further work into the
impact of environment on morphology has been limited to exploring the relationship
between environmental complexity and morphological complexity [1], not on how the
underlying structure of the environment can be reflected in the body of the evolved
agent. These studies do not consider the concept of morphological modularity.
We have previously defined morphological modularity as the amount a subset of
motors impacts future values of a subset of sensors [17]. However, modularity within
the body plan alone does not imply the robot correctly reflects the structure of the
environment [18]. When the structure of a robot accurately reflects the structure
of the environment, it is know as ecologically modular. When a priori knowledge of
desired modular behavior within an environment is known, it can be used to increase
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evolvability [13]. In this work we show modularity with respect to the environment
can be evolved by applying a simple morphological cost which requires no a priori
knowledge of the environment or robot.
5.2 Robot Representation
In this section we detail the structure of the robot’s morphology (§5.2.1), controller
(§5.2.2), and genome (§5.2.3). The complete design of the robot can also be seen in
Figure 5.1. The robot was simulated using pyrosim1, a python interface for Open
Dynamics Engine (ODE) [62, 99].
5.2.1 Morphology
The robot was expressed as a tree morphology. A tree was chosen because it can
exhibit intuitive forms of modularity and hierarchy–movement of leaves of the tree
are independent while movement of the root impacts the global state of the tree–and
because most relevant robot morphologies are able to be described as trees [65]. The
robot consisted of a depth three binary tree consisting of seven total limbs: one root
limb, two middle limbs, and four leaf limbs (Fig. 5.1). Each limb contains a one
degree-of-freedom rotational motor in the joint connecting it to the parent limb. The
root base was connected to an arbitrary point in space allowing for rotation relative to
the world. Motors allowed lateral rotation between connected limbs in the horizontal
plane. The joints were restricted to a maximum range of motion depending on the
depth of the limb containing the joint. These restrictions prevent sibling limbs from
1https://ccappelle.github.io/pyrosim/
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colliding with one-another. The root joint was limited to rotations in [−120◦,+120◦],
middle limb joints were limited to [−45◦,+45◦], and leaf limb joints were restricted
to [−20◦,+20◦]. Each leaf contained a distance sensor in its tip pointing out into the
environment along the long axis of the limb, thus allowing the robot to detect objects
in the environment.
5.2.2 Neural Controller
Controllers were encoded as Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks (CTRNNs),
a common formalism when controlling robots in tasks which require memory [5].
Each limb consisted of three hidden neurons and one motor neuron. Each leaf limb
was also equipped a sensor neuron. More neurons theoretically allow the robot to
complete more complicated tasks however, each additional neuron also increases the
search space as parameters describing those neurons and the synapses associated with
them, must be optimized as well. The number of neurons used was found to provide
sufficient performance in an acceptable given the available computational resources.
Four sensor neurons, 3× 7 = 21 hidden neurons, and seven motor neurons were em-
ployed, yielding 4 + 21 + 7 = 32 total neurons. Because recurrent connections were
allowed and sensor neurons only obtained input from the distance sensors, there were
32× (32− 4) = 896 total possible synapses the robot’s controller could express.
5.2.3 Genome
Each genome consisted of three components: the weight matrix W ∈ R32×28, the
network topology matrix N ∈ {0, 1}32×28, and the joint range vector r ∈ [0, 1]7×1.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic drawing of the robots morphology and controller. Each robot had
seven limbs (black lines). Each limb had three hidden neurons (yellow circles) and one
motor neuron (blue circles). Leaf limb also had one sensor neuron (white circle) for a total
of 32 neurons. Each sensor neuron had the potential to be connected to every other non-
sensor neuron through a synapse. The value of the motor neurons controlled the position of
the joints located in the base of each limb (black circles). The green arcs specify the possible
movement range of each limb.
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The weight matrix W consisted of float values which determined the weight of each
synapse with entryWij corresponding to the synaptic weight from neuron i to neuron
j. The network topology matrix N was a matrix of Boolean values and determined
whether the synapse from neuron i to neuron j was expressed in the phenotype.
Zero dictates that the synapse between neuron i and neuron j is not expressed in
the phenotype, regardless of the value of Wij; one indicates the synapse is expressed
with weight Wij. Lastly, the joint range vector r was a vector of float values between
0 and 1. r determined the proportion of the maximum joint range each joint could
rotate through in the phenotype. If we let rangei,max be the maximum range joint
i can achieve, then the actual range of joint i in the phenotype would be [−ri ×
range◦i,max,+ri × range◦i,max]. Thus if r is a vector of zeros, the robot cannot move at
all regardless of W and N.
5.3 Methods
This section provides the methods used in this paper. (§5.3.1) details the envi-
ronments and task, (§5.3.2) provides the formal definition of sub-goal interference.
(§5.3.3) outlines the evolutionary algorithm. (§5.3.4, §5.3.5, §5.3.6) overview the
objective, cost, and fitness functions respectively. Lastly, (§5.3.7) presents the exper-
imental configurations.
5.3.1 Task Environments
The robot was tasked with classifying cylinders it perceived in its environment,an
embodied analog of the retina task used in previous research to investigate disembod-
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ied modularity [57, 23, 27, 106].
It is useful to categorize the number of environments in terms of the free param-
eters in the system and variations on those free parameters [74]. In this study we
explore an environment with four free parameters: the locations of four cylinders
(Fig. 5.2). Each cylinder had two variations: near or far. Near cylinders were placed
three units away from the tip of the closest leaf and far cylinders were placed six units
away. Let f = 4 be the number of free parameters (one for each cylinder) and n = 2
(near, far) be the number of variations. There are nf = 24 = 16 total environments.
Let any environment be represented by a f -tuple of its n variations where each
entry refers to the specific variation of that free parameter. In this case we can
express a single environment as a 4-tuple. Thus we write e = (c0, c1, c2, c3) where
c0, c1 ∈ {a, b} and c2, c3 ∈ {0, 1}. For the two cylinders to the robot’s left we let a
denote ‘near’ and b denote ‘far’. For the right two cylinders we let 0 denote ‘near’
and 1 denote ‘far’. Thus the environment (a, b, 1, 0) corresponds to the environment
in which the cylinders are {near,far,far,near} if we start from the left-most cylinder
and end with the right-most cylinder.
The robot was tasked with three independent sub-goals. The first two sub-goals
relate to the robot’s response to c0 and c1 to showcase an example of a sub-goal which
is made up of a singular free parameter. The robot should point towards c0 if c0 = b
and point away if c0 = a. Behavior with regards to c1 was the same as c0. The third
sub-goal was chosen to be an example of a sub-goal which is a combination of two
free parameters. This follows the Retina task approach in which a logical function
was computed from the classification of left and right sub-problems. The robot was
tasked with pointing towards cylinders c2 and c3 if and only if c2⊕ c3 is false where ⊕
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Figure 5.2: Snapshots of the starting point of the robot in all sixteen possible task envi-
ronments. Cylinders varied between near (designated a or 0) and far ( designated b or
1). The cylinders in the left half vary along the rows and cylinders on the right half vary
along columns. The cylinders are colored as follows to allow for easier distinction: a is
red, b is blue, 0 is black, and 1 is white. The environments are further numbered 0-15 for
convenience.
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Figure 5.3: A robot actuating over its lifetime in the (a, b, 0, 1) environment (number 5 in
Fig. 5.2). The colored rays emitting from the limbs indicate the robot is looking at that
cylinder. One sub-goal is to look away from cylinders labeled a (red), at cylinders labeled b
(blue). Another sub-goal is to compute the XOR function on cylinders labeled 0 (black) and
1 (white). In this case XOR evaluates to true meaning the robot should point away from
both cylinders on the right side. This robot exhibits the correct behavior for this environment
because it points towards the blue cylinder and away from all others.
is the XOR function. This setup was chosen because it exhibits environments which
contain both modular and non-modular components. Figure 5.3 shows an example
robot acting in environment (a, b, 0, 1) over simulation time.
5.3.2 Sub-goal interference
In this section we introduce the concept of sub-goal interference, denoted I. I is
a metric for evaluating to what extent variation in an independent sub-goal impacts
movement of the robot related to a different sub-goal over the course of simulation.
To specify I we define the following:
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G = the set of sub-goals
Vg = the set of variants of specific sub-goal g ∈ G
Lg = the set of limbs in the tree associated with sub-goal g ∈ G
Ev,g = the set of environments associated where variant v ∈ Vg and g ∈ G
T = the total number of simulated time steps
α`,t,e = the angle of limb ` at time t in environment e ∈ Ev,g
α`,e = the average angle over time of limb ` in environment e ∈ Ev,g





















Thus the lower I is, the more invariant a robot’s behavior is towards achieving a
specific sub-goal to variations in other sub-goals.
To further clarify, in the following example we explore one specific variation of
one sub-goal out of our |G| = 3 total possible sub-goals. Consider the sub-goal of
classifying the left-most cylinder, c0. Let g denote this sub-goal and let Vg denote
the set of variations contained in this sub-goal. Then |Vg| = 2 because g has two
variations: the robot is either presented with c0 = 0 or c0 = 1. Let us choose the case
when c0 = 0. If we consider the limbs which contribute to sub-goal g, we see that
they are the limbs which, when moved, have an impact on limb `2, the limb which
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starts out the simulation pointing towards c0. These limbs are the root (`0) the left
limb at depth one ( `1) and `2 itself. Thus Lg = {`0, `1, `2}. Next we can specify
Ev,g by enumerating all of the environments in which c0 = 0. This can be denoted by
(0, ∗, ∗, ∗) where ∗ is the wild card operator with two choices. Thus there are 23 = 8
environments where c0 = 0, or exactly half of the total environments the robot is
tasked with. Then, at each time step, for each environment, for each limb, we take
the absolute difference between the angle of the limb and the average angle of that
limb over each of the environments. This measures how similarly the limbs which are
relevant to the sub-goal move when cylinders which do not impact the sub-goal are
changed.
Therefore, I = 0 indicates that the robot displays infinitely conservative behavior:
for each sub-goal, the relevant limbs move exactly the same for each variation of that
sub-goal.
5.3.3 Evolutionary Algorithm
In order to optimize the robot we employed Age-Fitness Pareto Optimization
(AFPO) [95] a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that maintains solution diver-
sity by evolving genetically independent lineages in the same population.
We employed different mutation operators for each part of the genome: synaptic
weights, neural topology, and morphology.
For the synaptic weight matrix W each entry could mutate or not according to
some probability, pW . If a location Wij was chosen for mutation, then the mutation
Ŵij was calculated by adding a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with mean zero and standard deviation proportional to the magnitude of the weight
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of the synapse
Ŵij =Wij +N (0,max (|Wij|, ε))
where ε = 0.01. This mutational setup allows a mutation in larger synaptic weights
to make more drastic changes and smaller weights to undergo smaller mutations. The
ε is used to ensure non-zero standard deviations.
As for the neural topology matrix N, each location undergoes mutation according
to probability pN . If a location is selected for mutation, the bit in that location is
flipped. So, after mutation we have
N̂ij =

0 if Nij = 1
1 if Nij = 0
Finally, to mutate the joint range vector r, we again decide whether each location
in the vector undergoes mutation using some probability pr. If a joint range is selected
for mutation, the new joint range value is found by adding a random number from
a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation of 1/10. A hyper-
parameter which was selected after exploratory results that indicated the mutations
altered behavior without being too disruptive to evolvability.
r̂i = ri +N (0, 0.1)
For each portion of the genome, the probability of mutation was such that the
expected number of mutations was one. Thus pW = 1/(32 × 28), pN = 1/(32 × 28)
and pr = 1/7.
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5.3.4 Objective Function
In order to evolve the robots to accomplish their task a fitness function (Sec. 5.3.6)
was implemented which incorporated objective performance and cost. The behavior
was measured based on how well the robot performed the task of ‘looking’ towards or
away from the appropriate cylinders in each of the test environments denoted Etest.
The overall objective performance for a robot (Eq. 5.1) was its average perfor-
mance in each environment in the test set (Eq. 5.2). The individual environmental
objective value of a robot was calculated during the last half of simulation time
t ∈ [T/2, T ]. By deferring evaluation to the later half of simulation, the robot is
allowed to move in the beginning without adversely impacting its performance. Dur-
ing each evaluation time step t, each cylinder c was considered. Cylinders could be
correctly pointed at, incorrectly pointed at, or not pointed at. If the task specifica-
tion required cylinder c0 to be pointed at and the robot was pointing at c0, this was
denoted as correct pointing and the robot was rewarded. If the task specification
required cylinder c0 to not be pointed towards and the robot was pointing at c0, this
was denoted as incorrect pointing and the robot received a penalty. When the robot
was not pointing at a cylinder, no reward or penalty was implemented (Eq. 5.3).
The reward/penalty over the evaluation time was then normalized based on the en-
vironment to lie in the range [0, 1] (Eq. 5.2). Normalization was performed based on
the minimum and maximum reward the robot could achieve in the environment. For
example, if the robot was supposed to look away from all cylinders in the environ-
ment, the reward range for that environment would be [−4T/2, 0] because the worst
performer would receive a penalty at every time step and the best performer would
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receive no reward. Normalization mapped the robot’s score to the range [0, 1] and is
















−1 if cylinder c is incorrectly being
pointed towards at time t
0 if cylinder c is not being pointed
towards at time t
1 if cylinder c is correctly being
pointed towards at time t
(5.3)
5.3.5 The cost functions
Two cost functions were considered: one for the neural controller and one for the
morphology. Both cost functions were normalized [0, 1].
The cost of a robot’s controller, or connection cost (CC) [23], was computed to
be the number of total expressed connections present in the network. Specifically






for nij ∈ N. Therefore, robots with more connections were considered more costly
than robots with fewer connections.
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The cost of a robot’s morphology, or joint cost (JC), was computed as the average
of the elements of r, the joint range vector of the robot. Thus robots which had the
potential to move more were considered more costly. A robot which could not move
therefore had zero cost.
5.3.6 The fitness function
The fitness function was a combination of the objective and two cost functions:
maximize performance while minimizing cost. This was accomplished by simple mul-
tiplication of objective and cost terms (Eq. 5.4). Because each term ranges between
zero and one, the overall fitness was also between zero and one.
f = ooverall × (1− xCCCC)× (1− xJCJC) (5.4)
xCC and xJC determined the influence of connection and joint cost respectively towards
the fitness score. These influence factors were implemented to allow variation in the
importance of each cost function.
5.3.7 Experimental configurations of mutation
and cost
This section details the different evolutionary trials performed. The trials differed
in what evolution could alter and which fitness function was used to guide evolution.
The first difference between trials was the mutation function used to alter the pop-
ulation across generations. The specific mutation function used in an evolutionary al-
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gorithm is important to the solution forms which result [32]. Many mutation functions
in ER are limited to just synaptic weights or neural architecture. Here we test various
mutation functions to determine which proves most efficacious for evolving low in-
terference robots. We considered four choices for mutation: weights, topology, joints
and all. Each choice differed in which portion of the genome evolution could mutate.
• weights could only mutate in W.
• topology could mutate W and N.
• joints could mutate W and r.
• all could mutate W, N, and r.
W is always considered subject to mutation because if W is constant, evolution
cannot complete the categorization task.
In the cases where N and r were not under evolutionary control, they were fixed
such that all values were equal to one. This means, for example, robots using the
weights configuration used all synapses (N == 1) and were maximally free to rotate
their limbs (r == 1).
The second difference between the configurations was the value of xCC and xJC
which dictated how the cost function was implemented, and thus what fitness function
was used to evaluate robots. These tests explore which cost function aids in the
evolution of modularity. We considered four cost options: none, CC, JC, CC+JC.
• none had xCC = xJC = 0
• JC had xCC = 1 and xJC = 0
• JC had xCC = 0 and xjc = 1
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Mutation
weights topology joints all
Cost
none (weights,none) (topology,none) (joints,none) (all,none)
CC (topology, CC) (all, CC)
JC (joints, JC) (all, JC)
CC+JC (all, CC+JC)
Table 5.1: The nine configurations possible for evolutionary trials. Performed experiments
are highlighted in grey and named. White cells of the table represent infeasible configura-
tions. For example, (joints, CC) does not make sense to test because the connection cost
would be constant regardless of the genome.
• CC+JC had xCC = xJC = 1
Thus each configuration could be written as a pair of what was mutated and what cost
function was used. Combinations in which cost remains constant across all genomes
in the population were not considered as cost would impart no effect. For example,
the combination (weights, CC) makes no sense to explore because connection cost
is constant when N is fixed. This yields nine possible configurations concerning
evolution and cost. They are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.4 Results
This section details the two main experiments performed and the subsequent re-
sults.
In the first experiment, we test the performance and sub-goal interference of each
configuration when evolved in all 16 environments. 30 independent populations of
each configuration were evolved over 4000 generations. Figure 5.4 compares the joint
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Figure 5.4: The average ending maximum objective value for the selected configurations
comparing joint cost to connection cost. (joints, JC) was compared to (topology, CC) and
(all, JC) was compared to (all, CC). Comparisons were performed using the Mann-Whitney
U Test. *** indicates a p-value < 0.0005 and ∗ indicates a p-value < 0.05.
cost and connection cost configurations average performance of the highest perform-
ing individual after evolution. Both joint cost configurations yield significantly higher
performance than the connection cost alternatives. Average performance over gener-
ational time is shown in Figure 5.5.
When evaluating a robot in multiple environments, there are many ways to aggre-
gate performance across each environment. Figure 5.6 shows the trial average envi-
ronmental performance oenvironment of the most fit robot in its worst environment. This
helps to indicate if the evolved robots exhibit generalism across all environments or
if they sacrifice performance in one environment to specialize on other environments.
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Figure 5.5: Performance over generational time for each configuration.
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Figure 5.6: The average value of the best robot’s worst environment over generational time.
Figure 5.7 reports the percentage of trials in which the highest performing robot
in the population’s lowest performing environment is above the specified threshold
value. In ten percent of evolutionary runs, the (all,JC) configuration created a robot
with above 0.9 performance in every environment. 6.6% of (all,none) and (all,CC)
configurations were able to create a robot with above 0.9 performance in every en-
vironment. All other trials of every other configuration failed to create a robot with
this high performance in every environment.
The average sub-goal interference I of the highest performing robots was calcu-
lated and the results for various comparisons between configurations are presented
in Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. Figure 5.8 reports the I value of (joints, JC) to be
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of trials in which the best robot after 4000 generations achieved a
performance greater than or equal to the threshold value in every environment.
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Figure 5.8: The calculated interference values of the (joint,JC) and (topology,CC) config-
urations. The asterisks indicates a p-value of < 0.0001 according to the Mann-Whitney U
Test.
significantly lower than (topology,CC). Figure 5.9 compares the (all,none), (all, CC),
and (all,JC) configurations. The I value of the (all,JC) configuration is significantly
less than that of the (all,none) configuration, however the other pairwise comparisons
are not significant (Fig. 5.10).
Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 report the movement patterns of the highest per-
forming individual of chosen configurations in each of the sixteen environments. The
movement pattern was the position of each limb through simulation time.
In the second experiment, we test how well each configuration performs over the
whole environment space when evolved only in a subset of environments. Based
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Figure 5.9: The calculated interference values of the (all,none), (all,CC), and (all,JC) con-
figurations. The (all,JC) configuration is significantly lower than (all,none) configuration
with a p-value < 0.0001. No other comparison is significant.
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Figure 5.10: The average calculated sub-goal interference I value for each configuration
when evolved in all sixteen environments. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 5.11: Movement pattern of a the best robot evolved in all environments using exper-
iment (weights, none). The environmental performance is reported in the lower left corner
of each environment.
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Figure 5.12: Movement pattern of a the best robot evolved in all environments using exper-
iment (all, none). The environmental performance is reported in the lower left corner of
each environment.
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Figure 5.13: Movement pattern of a the best robot evolved in all environments using exper-
iment (all, jc). The environmental performance is reported in the lower left corner of each
environment.
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on the results of the first experiment, only the four configurations which could mu-
tate the morphology and topology of the network were tested: (all,none), (all,JC),
(all,CC), and (all,CC+JC). Robots were evolved for 8000 generations only expe-
riencing {00aa, 01ba, 10ab, 11bb}. This corresponds to the environments numbered
{0, 6, 9, 15} in Figure 5.2. These environments were chosen because they represent a
Latin Hypercube Sample [103] the minimal set allowing the robot to experience all
variations of every sub-goal. We ran thirty independent trials of each configuration.
After evolution on these four environments, the best performing robot was tested in
the remaining twelve environments. The average performance in these unseen envi-
ronments is shown in Figure 5.14. The (all, JC) and (all, CC+JC) configurations are
significantly better than the (all, none) configuration. There was no other significance
between configurations.
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Figure 5.14: Average performance of the best robot evolved with a training set of
{00aa, 01ba, 10ab, 11bb} in all unseen test environments for each cost configuration with
mutation parameter set to ‘all’. Error bars show ± 1 standard error. First a Kruskal-
Wallis test was performed indicating significant difference between each configurations with
p < 0.01. Asterisks indicate pairwise significance as determined by the Mann-Whitney U-
Test between the selected configuration and (all,none) with a p-value of 0.01. There was no
significance between any other pair of configurations.
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5.5 Discussion
The results of the first experiment, comparing all nine configurations, indicate
that using joint cost produces robots which are better adapted to the task at hand
compared to connection cost alternatives while still maintaining low interference be-
havior. The first experiment further shows that giving evolution the ability to control
both morphology and controller structure leads to better overall fitness in this task:
Figure 5.5 shows that average performance of a robot evolved with the (all, none)
configuration is better than any other configuration when the robot is evolved in all
environments.
When evaluating which configuration is ‘best’ it is important to note that the
objective value is only one metric to consider. Because the performance is an average
over all environments, there can be cases when a robot with relatively high overall
performance will sacrifice performance of a single environment to attain higher per-
formance in the remaining environments. This is why it is important to consider the
lowest performing environment as well (Fig. 5.6). This figure further shows that the
(all, none) configuration will produce robots better generalized to all environments.
One can also evaluate a configuration’s ability to evolve desirable robots by how
likely it is that a high performing individual will be created. Figure 5.7 shows that
only four configurations were able to produce robots with greater than or equal to
0.9 performance in all 16 environments: (joints, none), (all, none), (all, CC), and
(all, JC). Further, only (all, JC) was able to create an individual with over 0.95%
performance in every environment. This indicates that these configurations more
easily find high quality solutions over alternative configurations.
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One possible explanation for the relatively poor fitness performance of the con-
figuration (all, CC+JC) compared to the non-cost and single cost options could be
the structure of how cost is implemented. Because the cost is multiplied in the fit-
ness function, it is possible that the selection pressure placed on the robots to be
inexpensive is greater than the pressure to complete the objective function.
The other factor considered was how much interference there was between the
sub-goals in the environment. Figure 5.10 shows the I value of all configurations and
gives a general trend that configurations which placed morphology under evolutionary
control evolved more independent behaviors than those which did not. Further, this
figure shows that adding joint cost when only the morphology can be mutated can
decrease I compared to the non-cost option. While the (all,CC+JC) configuration
achieved the lowest interference, its low performance values indicate that the robot
is simply performing the same action in multiple environments rather than evolving
specialized motion of each limb in accordance with each sub-task. In contrast, (all,JC)
achieved high performance and low I values, indicating it was able to specialize limb
movement to environmental changes.
Figures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13 give insight into the different movement patterns pro-
duced by the different mutation and cost configurations. First consider the (weights,none)
configuration. Without the ability to change morphology or neural topology, the robot
attempts to solve each environment with a different movement pattern, regardless of
the fact that sub-variants of the environment remain the same. This leads to behav-
ior with a high amount of interference. In contrast, robots which can adapt their
morphology and neural topology can more easily create movement patterns which
are similar across multiple environments (Figs. 5.12, 5.13). This means differences
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in movement across environments are the result of specialized behavior in a subset of
the limbs.
These specialized behaviors can allow the robot to behave similarly when intro-
duced to new, unseen, environments: altering behavior only in the portion of the
body related to the portion of the environment that varied. Figure 5.14 shows that
joint cost functions select for better performing individuals in unseen when evolution
occurs on a subset of environments when compared with the non-cost configuration.
This may be because limiting joint ranges is the easiest way for the robot to separate
its body in accordance with the sub-goals in the environment. For example, fixing
the root partitions a robot’s movement into independent movement in the right and
left halves which is in accordance with the modularity of the environmental sub-goals.
Joint cost may be a factor in discovering modularity sooner during evolution.
5.6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented sub-goal interference as a novel metric for quantifying
embodied modularity with respect to multiple environments. We showed that robots
with evolved body plans exhibited more specialized behaviors than those with non-
modular body plans. This replicates the well known biological phenomena of evolution
producing bodies which are well adapted and reflect the environment in which the
organism lives [31]. Our work is a first step towards the artificial evolution of embodied
agents which reflect the latent structure in the environments they are to which they
are exposed.
Continued focus examining the why of morphological design in biological organ-
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isms could answer remaining questions regarding intelligence. Having an overly com-
plex controller in a simple morphology may prohibit the automatic creation of mod-
ules and specialization in the controller due to limitations in possible movement as
described by the morphology. Similarly, a simple controller may not be sufficient to
adequately control a complex, highly independent morphology. The co-evolution of
body and controller may be necessary to understand the evolution of intelligence in
order to balance both control and morphology with respect to one another. Animals
which have more freedom of movement may be required to be more intelligent in
order to adequately control their actions.
Even though the task we present is a simple categorization task, it provides insight
into how simple evolutionary pressures may cause more or less modularity in an
organism’s body plan and nervous system. This task can be made more complex by
introducing tree-based body plans with more depth, new variations of sub-goals, or
even completely new sub-goals themselves. In future work, we would like to explore
a variety of tasks beyond basic categorization to those which are not as cleanly split
into independent sub-goals. One such task is grasping. We can imagine a similar tree
morphology being tasked to recognize objects in the environment, grasp objects of a
certain type, and ignore the others. It would be worthwhile to see how the structure
of the tree adapts in order to achieve this more complicated task.
Because most vertebrate skeletal structures can be described as a tree, we believe
the use of a tree morphology enables the answering of general enough framework
for which to explore modularity while still answering important questions regarding
the evolution of mechanical independence, or dexterity. Our work indicates that
when morphology is able to be adapted, dexterity arises in due to the independence
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present in the sub-goals. Further, morphological cost can place evolutionary pressure
on populations to only exhibit the most necessary components for overall success.
Thus, when future new environments are encountered, it may become easier for an
agent to understand environments which are simply novel combinations of previously
experienced stimulus.
Morphological cost is present in many forms in biological organisms. In general,
the more mass a body has, the more energy is required for movement. Similarly, there
may be a structural cost associated with having more independence between joints.
The joints of an animal are more prone to injury than the bones. Having a larger
number of independent joints may result in a body which is more frail and subject to
more severe forms of damage. In this work we present a simple morphological cost
implemented by summing up the total amount of possible movement the robot could
experience. A more realistic approach may be to place higher cost on the joints which
move the most mass. In the case of the tree morphology presented in this work, when
the root joint actuates, the position of seven total branches changes. In contrast when
the joint of a leaf actuates, only one total branch position is change. The amount of
energy used to actuate the root joint is therefore greater than the amount used by
the leaf joint. Future work could focus on finding various other biologically plausible
implementations of morphological cost.
Similar to morphological cost, the connection cost implemented here is fairly sim-
ple. A more sophisticated cost function could incorporate the embodied position of
each neuron, mimicking costs associated with synaptic path length. This could lead
to the hierarchical control seen in vertebrates where response to inputs from local sen-
sation can be shortcut by being computed locally in the spine. Similarly, in the tree,
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local computation can occur at the leaf level without the need to send information
to upstream to the root branch. However, more complex task may require the robot
to perform global computation in which many sensors will be used in computation in
the root.
Lastly, this work examined the behavior of robots given incomplete combinations
of the total environment space. Our results indicate that robots who experience some
sort of cost over evolution are better able break down previously experienced environ-
ments into its sub-goals and reconstruct the sensation of new, unseen environments
based on recognition of these previously experienced sub-goals. Taken together, this
work is of import for understanding the long term scalability of evolution of embodied
agents. Organisms can operate in new environments which they experience as novel
combinations of familiar percepts rather than completely new sensory data. This
work contributes to an understanding of such abilities evolve, and how they might be
instantiated in embodied machines.
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In this thesis, I explored the consequences of evolving robots in multiple environ-
ments. When robots cannot break down their environment into unfamiliar combina-
tions of familiar percepts they potentially must be exponential number of environ-
ments. This leads to an intractable number of necessary simulations for the evolution
of non-trivial robots capable of non-trivial behaviors.
In this thesis, I explore the impact of modularity in a robot’s morphology and
control in order for the robot to better reflect the structure present in the environment.
When the design of the robot accurately reflects the environment, it is better able
to independently act in response to locally perceived environmental features, thus
allowing evolution to occur on a reduced subset of environments while exhibiting
high performance in unseen environments. This indicates that modularity can be a
path forward to addressing the issue of scalability in evolutionary robotics.
For any system, modularity is notoriously difficult to describe in a way that is both
useful and general. In this thesis I explore modularity as it relates to the sensory-
motor-environment interactions of robot instead of the common approach of using Q
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to report the structural modularity present in an agent’s neural network. This allows
for a more useful definition of modularity in embodied agents as it incorporates all
relevant aspects towards a robot’s perception and response.
Chapters 2 and 3 consider agents in which morphology and control is hand de-
signed to reflect the structure of the environment. These robots can be compared to
agents which do not correctly reflect the environment. These experiments are nec-
essary to show the theoretical benefits of embodied systems which already correctly
reflect aspects of their environment.
Chapters 4 and 5 give evolution more control over the qualitative aspects of a
robot’s understanding of the environment. Whereas the experiments in Chapters
2 and 3 addressed the why of modularity, these experiments address the how. They
provide insight into how modularity may be formed and how the relationship between
environment and robot design may be utilized by evolution to create more modular
robots.
In Chapter 4, the neural controllers are generated using HyperNEAT, a bio-
inspired model for development which maintains spatial relationships between neu-
rons. When the spatial embedding reflected the modular and hierarchical nature
of the task environments presented to the robot, it was more evolvable than robots
which possessed other embeddings which did not adequately capture the structure of
the environment.
In Chapter 5, I show the complete evolution of a robot’s morphology and neural
topology. By exposing the robot to an environment which exhibits both modular and
non-modular sub-goals, I show the evolution of varying degrees of dexterity which
reflect the goals of the environment. Further, I show morphological cost can be used
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to pressure evolution to find populations of robots which experience low interference.
6.1 Significance
The work presented in this thesis has implications with regards to evolution in
both biology as well as an optimization tool for artificial agents.
By focusing on the fundamental process by which artificial evolution occurs and
examining a theoretical agent, this thesis can be applied to give insight into biological
questions regarding the evolution of modularity and the varying degree of mechanical
independence shown within organisms. This work confirmed what biologists have long
know: environment can guide evolution [31]. I also give support to the possibility of
morphological cost applying pressure towards morphologies which accurately reflect
the structure of the environment. While the conclusions of this thesis for the field of
biology are more narrow, for evolutionary robotics and evolutionary computation the
results are more general.
The use of a tree robot makes this work general to many other types of morpholo-
gies and to other hierarchical systems. Most robots can be described as trees in which
appendages branch off from a central control body, therefore even though a robot’s
morphology may not look like a tree, from a theoretical aspect, it behaves similarly
to the tree robot presented in this thesis. Research concerning robots which cannot
be described as trees such as soft robots may still benefit from this thesis because
this work generalizes to systems which must react to disparate local sensation which
potentially requires immediate response through local computation or slower more
collective response through the use of hierarchical control. While this thesis does
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not specifically explore non-tree morphologies, the results here can be applied to any
hierarchical system with distributed local sensation as described above.
This thesis provides an important novel framework for discussing the relationship
between morphology, control, and environment by first providing definitions for mor-
phological, neurological, and ecological modularity and then tying them all together
with the sub-goal interference metric I. When I is used in conjunction with fitness
in a set of environments, it indicates the level of specialization of perception and
response within the robot.
The use of cost has been previously implemented to constrain complexity of design
[91] but, to my knowledge, it has not been used to help guide evolution towards
modular solutions. Connection cost has proven effective for the formation of neural
modularity [23], however I show it may be insufficient in an embodied context. This
is important to help shift the focus of modularity research away from the Q metric
towards something more grounded in movement which is an important component of
active embodied agents. Because Q inherently only describes structural modularity
of networks, it cannot be used to adequately describe the independence of sensations
due to motion.
This thesis implies cost functions may also be part of the catalyst for the evolu-
tion of independent control and motion within biological organisms. By incorporating
cost, evolutionary methods will find which components of the genome are most es-
sential essential towards achieving high fitness. Cost can aid evolution to isolate the
independent components of the agent to accurately reflect the independent aspects
of the environment.
Outside of using cost functions, this thesis also explored the concept of embodied
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embeddings which can be used to describe better neural embeddings for the popular
evolutionary algorithm HyperNEAT. These embeddings create relationships within
the agents neural controller and have previously been based on grid patterns or chosen
arbitrarily by the researcher [26]. This thesis extends work which uses the body as the
starting point for the location of neurons in the embedding [25] by using embodied
concepts such as hierarchy and locality when determining the embedding. This work
can be used to help future researchers choose how to structure the spatial relationship
between neurons given a morphology and set of task environments.
To summarize, this thesis first defines what modularity is in an embodied context
with relation to environment, second shows why modularity is important to the long
term scalability of evolutionary robotics, and third examines a variety of ways in
which the structure and modularity of the environment can become reflected in an
evolved agent.
6.2 Future Work
Many questions remain due to the theoretical nature of this thesis. This section
describes the various avenues future work should explore in order to contribute to
this area of research.
Future implementations using morphological cost should strive to use more general
multi-objective methods to receive the full benefit of what morphological cost can
provide. In this thesis I deliberately used naïve methods such as simply combining the
cost penalty term in the fitness function in order to compare different implementations
of cost. However, now that morphological cost has been shown to be effective even
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in this simple use case, it would be fruitful to utilize the complete potential given by
more explicit multi-objective techniques of having a spectrum of individuals in the
population exhibiting different cost values.
Along with a different multi-objective implementation, the use of different cost
functions could be an area of worthwhile research. Embodied agents provide a greater
array of feasible constraints than their disembodied counterparts. One biologically
inspired cost function is the use of energy. Here morphological cost was used as
a simple penalty to the maximum range of joints in the phenotype but, instead,
penalizing for energy usage could accomplish the same goal while leading towards
more conservative behavior. Energy is also an attractive cost option because of its
biological reality.
However energy may be too indirect to accomplish the intended goal and spe-
cific robots may have obvious forms of cost which may allow faster evolution. Some
examples of potentially useful morphological cost functions can be:
• Mass and volume - Selecting for smaller robots may increase the specialization
by reducing the amount of material connecting different areas of the robot.
This would be useful for robots in which the entire body plan is placed under
evolutionary control.
• Number of joints - By placing a cost on how many joints the robot has, pressure
is directly placed on the mechanical independence. In this case, only the joints
which are found to be most necessary to complete the task will remain. This
type of cost could be useful when the pieces of the body are all pre-defined but
not how they are connected.
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• Joint torque and speed - This type of cost is similar to the one presented in this
thesis. By inhibiting how much a joint can lift or how fast it can move, different
forms of relationships between the bodies may arise. It might be found that
joints which are higher up on the hierarchy (and therefore control more of the
body) may have a higher torque so as to move the entirety of the body but may
require lower speed so as to not disrupt the local computation of sensors lower
down in the hierarchy. This type of cost would probably be most beneficial in
a similar case to the tree robot where evolution controls how the joints move.
• Material type - In reality robots are not made up of only one material. By
implementing cost to favor cheaper types of materials to create the morphology,
there may be impacts to the mechanical relationships within the body of the
robot. This type of cost will most likely be beneficial to soft robots where
the material varies widely and has a larger effect on the overall movement and
control of the robot.
Finally, future work should try to incorporate performance and sub-goal interfer-
ence more directly. In this work we introduce I as a separate metric from fitness, but
for actual analysis it seems useful to evaluate both performance and I to completely
describe, in one metric, the quality of the robot. This thesis shows that it may be dif-
ficult to do in general or for larger systems because it requires a complete knowledge
of the association between the portions of the robot and the independent sub-goals.
However, it seems fruitful to continue exploring a general relationship between robot
and environment in order for evolutionary robotics to continue progressing.
Aside from additional implementation techniques, this thesis raises questions re-
garding the fundamental nature of modularity. Can modularity form when there is no
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perceivable presence of modularity? Most experiments which approach modularity do
so by exposing the agent to stimulus which contains some level of modularity already
present. What happens when the human researcher does not perceive modularity
in the task they assign to the agent? Consider the evolution of the human hand.
Although many other species exist in the same or similar environments, the human
hand is unique because it exhibits a high level of mechanical independence between
digits. What in our environment led to the formation of the hand? Are there better,
or more modular, versions of the hand that we as humans do not recognize? Can
artificial evolution generate agents with forms of modularity not recognizable to the
human observer? This may be important to the scalability of evolutionary approaches
when it is not known how many free parameters are present in the environment and
how the parameters of the environment relate to each other. It could be that by
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